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Harris The ONE choice for end -to -end radio solutions.

ZXT" Series
FM tn-mode transmitters featuring

multiple PA modules and power

supplies for maximum redundancy.

When used with the FlexStar' HDx

Exciter, the ZX Series can operate

in either digital only or FM/FM-HD.

ZX transmitters are available from

500 W to 3500 W.

HD Radio a vademark

FlexStarT"
HDx Exciter brings HD RacioTM and

analog audio to a new Tavel. Fea-

turing real-time adaptive zorrection

for increased power and efficiency

and the latest iBiquity platform in

HD Radio -Exgine-HDx Exciter

unlocks new revenue streams.

Destiny'" 3DX-50
Highly efficient, medium -wave

transmiter, and the latest in

the DX family of world -c ass

digital AM transmitters. Fully

compatole with HD Radio. Harris

AM trarsmitters are available f-om

1 kW to 2 MW.

PR&E NetWave-
Modular, network -enabled, high-

performance radio broadcast con-

sole packed with features that

are perfect for small to medium

studios. Share all your studio

resources throughout the facility

with the Harris VistaMax audio

management system.

From AM/FM and HD RadioTM transmiss on to prograrr audio transport to consoles to broadcast
studios - Harris offers you the best procucts and systems in the business backed by outstanding
customer service.

For more information visit www.broadcast.harris.com/radio, call +1 800 622 0022 or broadcastsales@harris.com.

Harris is the ONE company delivering interoperable workflow solutions across the entire broadcast delivery chain with a single, integrated approach.

Business O.erations Media Mana.ement  Newsrooms & Editin.  Core Processing Channel Release Media Transport  TRANSMISSION
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Wireless Broadband
Internet Remotes
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"The first time out
with the Tieline was
a brilliantly simple
experience for
everyone involved.
For lack of a
better phrase. the
codec just worked."
- Christian Vang

Chief Engineer
Clear Channel St. Louis

01 ritico demo

"The 3cdecs sounded great.
My management was very,
very impressed with the
demcs'

- Grady Jeffreys,
Technical Manager,
Mackay Communications

codecs delivered

TieIiner
www.tieline.corn

your

"The remote was a
spectacular success, in no
small part thanks to the
flawless sound which the
Tieline G3 provided over the
public Internet"

- Mike Rabey
Chief Engineer
Entercom Indianapolis

door Mow!!

B95@g@l5O

'Compatible with Comrex Matrix Blue. Vector POTS Codecs Comrex is a registered trademark of Comrex corporation
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Currents Online Selected headlines from the past month.

FCC Releases 2007 EAS Handbooks
The new handbooks include newly developed guidance for satellite digital audio
radio, direct broadcast satellite and wireline video service providers. In addition, the
existing handbooks have been updated for analog and digital television and radii -
stations, as well as cable systems.

Emergenc ystemV-Soft's Microwave Pro Now Shipping
The company is taking orders and shipping the software application.

Huttenburg Joins Broadcast Electronics as VP
Debra Huttenburg joins as the vice president of business development and marketing. She was was recently vice president
and general manager of the radio business unit for Harris.

Osgood to Receive NAB Distinguished Service Award
The award will be presented during the All Industry Opening Keynote on April 14 at NAB2008. Osgood has hosted
Sunday Morning since 1994.

FCC Adopts Localism Proposals
The FCC's Report on Broadcast Localism and Notice of Proposed Rulemaking sets forth proposals to increase local program-
ming content and diversity in communities based on more than 83,000 written comments and the testimony of 500 panelists.

Ice Storm Brings Down Illinois Tower
An early December winter storm brought the WJCH tower in Joliet, IL, down to 200ft. The station is currently planning to

rebuild the tower.

Find the mic
and win!

Tell us where you think the mic icon is placed on
this issue's cover and you could win a Heil mic

courtesy of Transaudio Group.

We'll award a different
Heil mic each month

during 2007.

This month,
enter to win a

Heil Sound PR -20.

Enter by February 10.
Send your entry to

radio@penton.com
Include your name, mailing address and phone number.

BROADCASTING
www.transaudiogroup.com

No purchase necessary.
For complete rules, go to RadioMagOnline.com

Arbitron to Delay PPM Rollout in Nine Cities
The delay ranges from :3 to 9 months depending on the market.

Site Features
New Products Extra!

We launched a new e-mail newsletter
in November called the New Products Extra! This twice -monthly
newsletter is packed with new product announcements, up-
dates and more. Subscribe today and stay informed.

Engineer's Notebook
Looking for a tip, trick, formula or handy reference? It might
be in the Engineer's Notebook. Look here for your answers.
We also want to include your ideas, so send them to us.

Advertiser Links
You can access Web links for the advertisers in this and every
issue online.

Industry Events
The Rodio magazine Industry Events section lists upcoming
conventions and conferences.

One -Stops Help You Find Information
All the information on the Radio magazine website is catego-
rized to help you find it quicker. Look for the categories on the
various menus.
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SONY

Audio editing this precise
demands Sound Forge 9
The Sound Forge 9 audio production suite is the first choice for media professionals who
require absolute precision for recording, ed ting, production, and CD creation. With the
Sound Forge 9 suite you can expertly edit stereo and native multichannel audio files at
the sample level in real time, maintain abso ute control over dozens of audio effects and
processes, perfect your mixes, and add CD -rack markers and crossfades to prepare
your master for replication. In addition to ScJnd Forge 9 software, this comprehensive
suite includes CD Architect- software for designing, mastering, and burning Red Book
audio CDs, Noise Reduction 2 plug -ins to fix common audio problems, and the Mastering
Effects Bundle powered by iZotope'", a collection of four professional audio plug -ins.

Learn more about total audio precision online at www sony com/soundforge9

Iike.no.other

Copyright © 2007 Sony Creative Software Inc. All rights reserved
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Problems
and solutions

In the eyes of broadcasters, December was a busy month for the FCC.
Broadcasting is just one small part of the FCC's concerns, so when several
significant rulings are made at once, broadcasters naturally take notice.

Two recent actions deal with broadcast ownership while another deals with
programming localism. Now that the FCC has acted, there are more questions
raised than answers provided.

On the localism issue, the notice of proposed rulemaking is based on informa-
tion from the FCC's Report on Broadcast Localism. This report calls on 83,000
written comments and the testimony of more than 500 panelists during the

FCC's localism hearings that were held around the
U.S. I am impressed with the amount of material
collected by the FCC, and it would appear that
there is a significant problem with the amount of
local interest content being broadcast on stations.
However, there are many more voices that have
said nothing on the matter because I believe they
don't really care.

Broadcasters are - according to the FCC - tem-
porary trustees of the public's airwaves and are
obligated to operate their stations to serve the
public interest, including their airing of program-
ming responsive to the needs and issues of their
station communities of license. Can stations provide
more programming to fit this perceived need? In
almost all cases the answer is yes. The reality is
that this type of programming will not likely appeal
to the mass audience. There's a reason most of
the public affairs programming is buried in the
early morning Sunday hours. For more evidence,
simply compare the ratings between the local
zoning hearing on the cable community access
channel to the ratings of nearly any reality show.
What does the public really want?

Taking this one step further, TV stations are now
required to provide more information on the local
programming they provide. This is to help view-
ers better evaluate a TV station's effort to serve its
community. I will not be surprised if this is also
applied to radio very soon. Just what we need:

What's your opinion? Send it rr

radio@FtadioMagOnhne corn

more paperwork.
Once again, the FCC is trying to over -legislate the

matter. Rules already exist that require broadcast-
ers to serve the public interest. The FCC should
enforce what is already in place.

The ownership issues are more complicated.
One item deals with lifting the absolute restriction
of a single entity owning a broadcast license
and a newspaper in the same market. The rule
change allows cross -ownership to occur in the
largest markets, citing that larger markets have
more broadcast and newspaper choices and
therefore more natural diversity.

BecaJse there are only so many broadcast
licenses available, it's impossible to grant a license
to any interest that wants one (although the FCC
seems to have an answer for that as well). But
anyone can own a newspaper. For that matter,
anyone can operate a website or create an Internet
audio or video stream. There are opportunities
for diversity without restricting a media outlet from
being a broadcaster and a publisher.

The ownership item that really confuses me deals
with promoting diversity in broadcast ownership.
The FCC wants to help new potential licensees
obtain financing as well as identify available
spectrum. Again, this is a noble goal, but the FCC
created the problem itself, and this is a further step
at app ying a larger bandage to the problem. In
one breath the FCC relaxes the ownership rules
to allow a company to own hundreds of radio
stations. Then it wonders why there is a lack of
diversity in ownership. Gee, if we could only
understand where the problem lies.

It will be interesting to see what the else the FCC
can do for broadcasters during 2008. I expect
there will be some changes at the FCC next year
when a new president takes office, regardless of
his or her party affiliation.

January 2008
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Shark, shown interviewing BERT MCCRACKEN,
lead singer for THE USED, says: "When Comrex

told me that their internal code name for ACCESS
was "THE NEXT BIG THING" I got it right away.

This IS BIG - I was live, on the air, in places I could
NEVER have gone with regular old technology.

THANKS COMREV"

Ira
Impossible Remote?
Nah, You've Got ACCESS.

Meet Another Real -World Super Hero...
Live coverace of Next Big Thing 7, Tampa's 15-3and, two -stage,
20,000 screaming fan concert, seemed diun-ing. But it couldn't have
cone smootner for Shark, Cox Radio's 97> Program Director and
cftemoon host. When covering 3n event like 146, Shark would
r ormolly be bottling for c frequ3ncy with all the wireless mics, and
Getting back stage to interview all 15 bands with a live wired mic was
fast imposside. ACCESS called it off withcut a iitch. Shark went live
with the push of a button and rot a care in the world. Covering even
the gnarliest live event is a nett ral for ACCESS

ACCESS delivers mono or stereo over DSL, Cat le, Wi-Fi, 3G cellular,
satellite, POTS (yep, ACCESS is a full featured ?OTS codec and works
seamlessly with Matrix, Vector and Bluebox)-plus some services
you may nc't have even heard c.f. Given the challenges of the public
ntemet, it's no small boast to say that ACCESS will perform in real

time over most available IP cor nections.

Contact Comrex today cnd find out how ACCESS can make you
become a teat -World Super Hero-wherever you are!

Toll Free: 800-237-1776  www.comrex.com  e-mail: info@:omrex.c)m
19 Pine Rood, Devens, MA 01434 USA  Tel: 978-784-1776  Fax: 978-784-1717

Put Comrex On The Line.
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Don't become
a statistic

By John Battison,
PE., technical editor, RF

Broadcast engineering history includes a number of accidental deaths.
By its very nature, working with high voltages, heavy equipment and
tall towers, is an invitation to trouble. Since the development of radio

transmission, a number of well-known (as well as many relatively unknown!
engineers have unfortunately lost their lives through even such lamentable ac-
cidents as raising a field strength -measuring antenna into a power line over
a measuring truck in the dark.

It used to be said that you could distinguish radio engineers by the burns
on their hands and forearms, generally produced by RF when working with

transmitters and antenna systems. It seems to me
that RF alone was not usually solely responsible
for many fatalities in our field.

There are many lists extant of precautions to
take before working with high voltage pieces of
equipment. Lethal incidents may be more often

caused by completely
unexpected circum-
stances than from pure,
careless accidents.

Always have a second person present
when working around any high -
voltage equipment.

Unusual
incidents

More than 50 years
ago I was director of
engineering and gen-
eral manager of CHCT-
TV, Calgary, Canada.
Canadian GE was
supplying and installing
the super turn -style an-
tenna on our 600 -foot
tower about 20 miles
west of Calgary. A fair
number of people had
gathered to watch and
the RCMP was keep-
ing the crowd at least
1,000 feet away from
the base of the tower.
Just before the antenna

raising commenced, one of the riggers asked to
ride on the antenna as it was hauled up, in case
it fouled the tower or the guys. I said, "No, climb
the tower in pace with the antenna."

The winch started and the antenna began to
ascend. It rose slowly and smoothly until, when at
about 400 feet, a very strange sound was heard.
It was a keening, flute -like note, probably around
3 to 4kHz. The winch stopped.
Suddenly the antenna began to fall! I was

concerned lest it foul the guy wires or the central
mounting pipe struck the tower and brought it
down, too. Very quickly the bottom of the pipe
struck the footing and the ground. There was a
strange puff of red smoke (the red beacon glass
had disintegrated upon impact and I could not
find a single piece of red lens at the base of the
tower! as the pipe entered the ground for about
7' and gouged the side of the footing. The pipe
was bent, two antenna sections were wrecked
and one damaged. The rigger who wanted to
ride the antenna came down the tower looking
rather white and said to me, "Thank you."

The hoisting cable had failed due to a kink oc-
curring the previous week when another station's
antenna was being raised in Saskatchewan. Ap-
parently no one had been concerned about this.
The strange flute -like sound was that of the individual

strands of the metal cable breaking at the kink. This
was truly an accident waiting to happen.

Another potentially fatal accident occurred
when we were tuning the transmitter of KAVE -TV,
Channel 6, Carlsbad, NM. We had finished
installing the transmitter and all the tubes, includ-
ing a set of mercury vapor rectifiers across the
open lower front of the PA cabinet, and applied
power. Everything seemed to be working and I
was tuning the final.

Suddenly someone hit me on the back of my
neck with a baseball bat and at the same time
someone else hit me in the groin with another
baseball bat. I sank to the floor. There was a smell
of burnt clothing and my right knee was very sore.
After a moment, I got up, killed the high -voltage
circuit and replaced the bottom section of the front
of the PA cabinet. This prevented other careless
people's knees from contacting the top caps of
the 9kV mercury rectifier tubes of the high -voltage
supply. I was lucky to be alive. My right hand
had been on the metal cabinet and my right knee
came in contact with the top cap of a 9kV power
supply - good conditions for electrocution.

This next incident was the kind of thing that could
happen to anyone, but should not, if all safety
rules are followed.

WKYC, 1 100kHz 50kW Cleveland, OH, had
been sold to WVVVVE, which was running the
original 100kW Westinghouse transmitter minus
one modulator and one power amplifier tube at
50kW while waiting for a new transmitter.

r 10 January 2008
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IP-based equipmen

Remote mirrored se ers
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...the transmitter site.
Innovative IP-based applications save money, save

time and protect valuable station assets. But how

to get IP connections at remote transmitter sites?

LanLink HS -900 provides IP Ethernet and

RS -232 data where no wires or cables exist.

And without licenses, leases or new antennas.

Ask the digital STL experts today.

Dave Chancey 805.968.9621 Bill Gould 978.373.6303

www.moseleysb.com



Always verify that no voltage is
present before going in.

RF ENGINEERING www.RadioMagOnline.com
One morning the phone rang in my office and

Charlie said, "John, we've got no audio". At
that time we were operating WWVVE with local
manual transmitter control. I verified that audio was
leaving the studio and Charlie, the transmitter en-

gineer, confirmed it was
reaching the transmitter.
He opined that it was the
modulation transformer.
I told him I would be
right out and to check
connections and overall
operation, but not to open
the transmitter until I got
there. I always insisted on
two men when working
on a transmitter.

About 10 minutes later,
I arrived, assessed the
situation and agreed
that it probably was the
modulation transformer.
We switched off the trans-
mitter and heard the usual
clatter as safely -shorting

connections, killed the transmitter high -voltage
bus and went to the 25 -square -foot high -voltage
room. I was carrying the grounding stick and as
we opened the door I heard another grounding
safety drop into place.

We approached the modulation transformer,
which was several feet high with a large four-
microfarad capacitor mounted on it. Charlie
pointed out the connections to the primary and
said, "it looks as though there is corrosion, I bet
that's the problem." He proceeded to reach out
his hand toward it. I frantically hit the connec-
tor with the grounding stick and yelled, "Don't
touch ill

There was a blinding flash and a deafening bang
as the four-microfarad capacitor, hooked to the top
of the modulation transformer, discharged 1 1 kV

through the grounding stick instead of Charlie.
He turned white.

This near fatality showed the tremendous impor-
tance of following standard safety procedures,
which include hanging a grounding stick on
equipment where work is performed. Charlie went
by the sounds of grounding contacts going into
place when the transmitter was turned off, and
he placed his confidence in the completeness of
the high -voltage grounding procedures. He didn't
remember that when some components and circuits
fail, other capacitors and circuits could be left
energized because of incomplete grounding.

The best way to become an old experienced
engineer is to assume that every circuit is hot until
it is grounded at both ends.

E-mail Battison at batcom@ohio.net.

OMNIFIAK BROADCAST FURNITURE

What people are saying about Omnirax...

"Within a short amount of time Omnirax was able to
come up with a beautiful concept for our new studios."

"The Omnirax design makes these studios incredible
for talent and operators on both sides of the console."

"Our furniture from you not only fit into our budget
and timeline, it was very well constructed and looked
beautiful. I expect to be outfitting many more
facilities with Omnirax..."

"I was impressed with the exceptional care given packaging
for shipment. A few very large and potentially
fragile components made it cross-country
completely unscathed"

"I wholeheartedly recommend Omnirax
to everyone."

P. 0. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966
800.332.3393 415.332.3392
FAX 415.332.2607
www.omnirax.com info(iPomnirax.com

Faith Alper at KKIII

Wemwood One, Culver Cur, The Engineer's Choi,

12 January 2008



The best value in the broadcasting
market today

2 Telephone Hybrids Built-in
Power Amplifier Buit-in
2 Stereo Buses PGM + Audition
CUE Stereo Speakers
2 Stereo VU meters
Built-in Talk -back
Flexible design for Tabletop or Countersink

BC 500
Cost effective console with built-in digital
telephone hybrid

BC 2500
With 4 Stereo buses

ARENA
Ultimate digital audio console

our website
US DOMESTIC SALES
Phone: +1 954-581-7999 Toll Free: 1-800-728-0536 (US only) Fax: +1 954-581-7733

e-mail: sales@aegbroedcast.com website: www.aeqbroadcast.com

brow T,

International Sales
Phone: +34 91 686 13 00 Fax: -34 91 686 44 92

e-mail: aeqsaleseaEq.e> web!ite: www.ael.eu
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FCC Adopts
Protections for LPFM By Harry Martin

/n a move designed to enhance the long-term viability of low -power FM
stations and encourage new voices, the FCC has adopted and proposed
additional rules, which will afford LPFM stations quasi -primary service

status and provide other benefits. While these new rules will advance the
FCC's stated goal of protecting LPFM, they also represent a significant de-
parture from previous policies under which LPFM was a secondary service
subject to displacement by full -power FM stations. The following changes
were made or are proposed.

In the area of ownership, the transfer of LPFM station licenses will now be
allowed, subject to certain restrictions. Under
current policy, LPFM stations can be transferred
if the seller does not make a profit, and if the
buyer is a local entity and has no other media
interests. It is expected that this policy will be
put into the new rules. Moving in the opposite
direction, the Commission is also reinstating the
rules that require all LPFM licensees to be local
and limit LPFM owners to a single station.

Dateline
February 1 is the deadline for submission of biennial

ownership reports by radio stations in Arkansas,
Louisiana, Mississippi, New York and New Jersey.
On February 1, radio stations with more than 10 full

time emp oyees that are located in Arkansas, Louisiana
and Mississippi must file their Broadcast EEO Mid -Term
Reports (Form 397) with the FCC. These reports must
now be submitted electronically.
Also on or before February 1, radio stations in the

following states must place their annual EEO Reports
in their pubic files: Arkansas, Kansas, Louisiana.
Mississippi, Oklahoma, Nebraska, New Jersey and
New York.

The FCC will no longer permit the practice of
airing repetitious, automated programming and
counting it as meeting the local origination require-
ment for LPFM operations. Further, in a move that
might alleviate the problem of coming up with
local programming, the Commission has also

encouraged voluntary time-sharing agreements
among LPFM applicants and stations.

Interference rules
Most significantly, the FCC has adopted new in-

terference rules governing LPFM. For the first time,
interference caused by subsequently authorized
full -service stations will be subject to limitations.
If a new or modified full -power FM station is built
as authorized but receives interference from an
existing LPFM station, the LPFM licensee will now
only have limited responsibility to resolve the
problem. In addition, the Commission has put in
place a procedural framework for considering
short -spacing waiver requests by LPFM stations
and a going -forward displacement policy for
LPFM. In some circumstances the FCC may even
deny an encroaching full -service application to
protect an incumbent LPFM.

Relatedly, the Commission imposed an application
cap of 10 on still -pending FM translator applications
filed during the 2003 window. Since FM transla-
tors use the same spectrum as LPFM stations, those
translator applications are in the way of future LPFM
stations. In an effort to clear some of that spectrum
for LPFM use, the FCC will require applicants with
more than 10 translator applications to pick their
best 10. Tne rest will be dismissed.

In the rulemaking proposal adopted simultaneously
with the rule changes described above, the Com-
mission has tentatively concluded that full -service
stations must provide both technical and financial
assistance to any LPFM station that might receive
interference by a new or modified full -power station.
The Commission has also reached the initial conclu-
sion that for LPFM it should use the contour -based
protection methodology in place in the translator
service. This will have the effect of expanding the
opportunities for new LPFM stations.

Martin is a past president of the Federal Communica-
tions Bar Association and a member of Fletcher, Heald
& Hildreth, Arlington, VA. E-mail martin@Thhlaw.com.
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SOME WORDS SHOULD BE OBSCENE AND NOT HEARD

/Mae.
=' EVENTIDE BD600 BROADCAST
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PANIC WAIT FOR WAr REBUILD

WE MD EXIT

Eventide Broadcast Delays are designed to keep profanity off
your air, and angry listeners, embarrassed advertisers, and
the FCC off your back. We invented the obscenity delay and
have a solution for stations large and small that provides up
to 80 seconds of the highest quality revenue anc license -
protecting delay.

Our new HD compatible BD600, 24 -bit delay, comes standard
with AES/EBU, and provides up to 80 seconds of memory -
twice as much as other delays. There are fully arijustable
Delay and Dump functions, and a Sneeze func-ion which
"edits" audio entering the delay, allowing the host to sneeze,
cough, or make a short comment without being heard on air.

The BD600 offers two different methods of delay tuldup and

RAMP 10
ZERO

SNEEZE

i ft I

0 DUMP

0

0

reduction: Eventide's catch-up and catch -down system,
and an exclusive fas:-entry-and-exit feature which allows
staling a broadcast with the delay already built up to a safe
amount and ending it with a rapid reduction of delay.

For HD, the BD600 offers MicroPrecision DelayTM mode
which allows up to 10 seconds of delay to be adjusted in
real time in 100 nanosecond increments. This is useful for
synchronizing analog and digital signals while on -air, without
audible artifacts, to maintain a seamless user experience.

Whatever your size, whatever your format, you can't expect
to protect the integrity of your air and the foundation of your
business without an Eventide Broadcast Delay in your rack.

Eventide® HO COMPATIBLE

Eventide is a registered trademark Erd MicroPrecision Delay is a trademark of Eventide Inc. C2005 Eventide Inc



TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGY

A break from

0

Using IP for an STL
By Doug Irwin, CPBE AMU

Astation's studio to transmitter link (STL)
is an integral part of its mission -criti-
cal transmission system - linking the

site that generates the program material
to the transmitter location itself. As such,
the quality and reliability of STL equipment
has always been of paramount importance.
One critical aspect of an STL system has
historically been lack of contention in its use;
in other words, the facility wasn't shared in
any way. If you had phone lines, they were
yours and yours alone; if you used a radio
frequency, it was licensed and coordinated
among other users so the negative effects
of interference were mitigated.

16 January 2008



FM TRANSMITTERS
BROADCAST

Transmitter powers with the bes
quality price ratio
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EM 2000 is a 2000W FM transmiter made
up of the EM 75 G excite, (or EM 20/30 exciter) and the
AM 2000 FM ampl-fier. AM 2000 includes eight 300W high -
efficiency MOSFET techrology amplifying modules, led by 2
independent switching power supplies, which are mode to
withstand the work,rg conditions. The amplifiying modules
work independently thanks to a power combining structure
that provides high isolation between them.

OMB AMERICA
factory and laboratories
phone. (305) 477-0973
(305) 477-0974
fox. {305) 477-0611
3100 NW 72nd. Ave. Unit 112
MIAMI, Florida 33122 USA

OMB EUROPA From september in:

departomento comercial
tel&ono. 902-187878
ax. 902-187878
Avco. San Antonio, 41
CUARTE DE HUERVA

50410 Zaragoza, ESPANA

f6brico y loboratorio
telefono. 902-187878
fax. 902-187878
Pol. Ind. Centrovia C/Paraguay, 6
LA MUELA

50196 Zaragoza, ESPANA
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 .) ill I,Ir01,,,.tier lint. It is.inerle
up 01 Inn smelter externally syn hesized n KINN:
sub -bonds with a step of 100(11,, civic the. MP ooilzie
conversion receiver, rho, is externally synthesized, too. 'ha
MT is microprocessor controlled, and includes _CD display
to the visualization of the most relevant bonsmissice parcniewr-i
(f-equency (6 -digit), forward and reflected power moduloion
level), balanced Mono, Stereo IMPX). The MR -erenier nos
the scone visuolirolion system cs the tronsmieec h irrlrel%
balanced Mono and Stereo (MFX) outputs. Furtlermcre, the
AIT/MR Platinum Sze includes a pumper in oda tc get
proper operation wit-i digital signals.

EM 10000 ... a 10000W FM transmitter mode
up of the EM '250 20MPACT I)IG exciter and three control units
which combme the power of six AM 200 FM amplifiers.. AM
7000 includes volt :IDOW high -efficiency MOSFET technology
omplAing modules. ledity 2 indiqiendent switching power supplies,
which are wade to withstand the working conditions. The amplifiying
modules works inilapitrAilently thanks too power combining structure
thot provides hgh isolation between them
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A break from

I I AIN
The cellular telephone system came in to wide use in

the early to mid -1980s and many changes manifested
themselves at mountain -top transmitter sites and other
tower farms. Telcos began installing high -capacity data
circuits via fiber optics, and the obvious result was the
availability of more and more tributary data circuits, such
as T -1s. The nature of the installations made them very
reliable and the introduction of STL systems that used this
new capability (notably Intraplex, Graham -Patten Systems
and 0E1) allowed more and more radio stations to take
advantage. These STL links were still non -contentious in
that the radio station had the private use of all the timeslots
that were paid for. The STL systems were all based on
time domain multiplexing (TDM).

soon arises. Likely it is a completely separate system from
the main (non -contentious) STL system. How practical is
it to use an IP-based STL system, one that contends with
other users of the same bandwidth?

It is practical, but within the limits of the available con-
nectivity. If you are using a contentious network then you
can expect far less performance than you would from
your own private network (that may still be built on top
of a TDM network, of course).

And while the telcos are making use of IP technology
to use their bandwidth more efficiently (or economically),
I'm not suggesting that is the reason for using an IP-based
STL. If you have a high -bandwidth WAN connection at
the transmitter site anyway - with enough room (i.e.,

data bandwidth) left over - then this is something to
seriously consider. Let's take a look at some of

the products available to do just that.
A fairly new player in the STL field is APT.

Its most sophisticated and capable product
is known as Oslo. This 3RU product is

comprised of a frame into which various
modules are placed in order to achieve the
functionality needed. The basic modules
are power supply (redundant power supply
module is available) and the MCU (or con-
troller) module. The MCU communicates via
Ethernet, and is controlled locally by way of
GUI software installed on the user's computer.
The far end is then communicated with via
in -band management over the particular
type of data connection, which can be via
(non -contentious) TDM (either T-1 or E-1) or
via IP with the appropriate interface module.
Plug-in audio modules con be of the simplex
or duplex variety; analog or AES flavor.

1116.1Nee Owe 0..O. Val .0 0111. ,..,.&l. , !Anne.. 1,.  

O0 00 00 CSI 1.-

APT Oslo

Harris Netxpress

In the mid- to late 1990s, usage of the Internet (which
we all referred to as the World Wide Web in those days)
began to take off. It became common to use the Internet
to retrieve technical manuals and e-mail; so it wasn't
very long before broadcast engineers began getting
their networks extended to the transmitter site via WAN.
Intraplex made it particularly easy to extend Ethernet from
a studio to the transmitter site with the DS64NC card
that could be used in its T-1 shelf.

From there it snowballed. Network access from the
transmitter site to get on the Internet wasn't enough.
Then the RBDS encoder was placed at the transmitter
and accessed via Ethernet. Then more bandwidth was
needed for the HD Radio system. Then the station added
a webcam and a remote control with SNMP to send
e-mail messages if something went wrong. Need I go
on? We are bandwidth hungry.

Practical connections
If you go this far - adding a high bandwidth LAN or

WAN connection to your remote transmitter site - the
question of using some of it for yet another STL system

We are bandwidth hungry.

Enhanced Apt -x, MPEG layer 2, J.57, J.41 or linear
audio (32- or 48kHz sample rate, 16 -bit word) are the
options for encoding the audio. Using the IP interface,
an audio stream can be generated that corresponds to
each of (up to) seven stereo audio pairs; likewise, up to
seven stereo audio pairs can be received via streams
and outputted on the appropriate modules. Duplicate
streams car be sent to an additional 10 clients.

Harris/Intraplex is well-known in the STL field. A fairly
new product is called Netxpress, which basically uses
the same form -factor as the legacy Tl/E 1 shelf. This unit
accepts the current line of Intraplex audio, video and data
modules, and connects to the far end via IP. It has a total
payload bandwidth of 8Mb/s and can accommodate
up to 32 data streams (point-to-point unidirectional or
bidirectional; or point-to-multipoint unidirectional multi -
cast). It comes with a network management system that
allows the user to control the packet size on a per -stream
basis; a packet -jitter buffer that allows the user (also on
a per -stream basis) to minimize the negative effects of
issues such as packet delay, and the restoration of out -of -

18 January 2008



NEW a full featured, professional console at an amazing price from A AKIS

optional built-in, USB sound card,

logic, B software for Live Air Er

Automation

the

ARC -10
Advanced
Radio
Console

starting at...

If you thought that you

couldn't afford a new console,

then you can think again !

Featuring...

Two stereo Program output buses with mono mixdowns

I Ten Input channels (optional 18 x 3 stereo remote selector)

I Two high performance mic channels (optional 48V pwr)

I One Phone hybrid input channel for Live or Off-line

Cue speaker with amp S Headphone amp for 8 ohms (or Hi -1)

Logic for source control or Talk studio / announce booth

ARC -10U unbalanced $1,599 list

ARC-10UP unbalanced w USB $1,999 list

ARC-I0BP balanced w USB $2,495 list

ARC-I'3S1N 16 in x 3 out switcher $995 list

6=11.1.1111
www.arrakis-systems.com 970-461-0730



A break from

Traditio
sequence packets; priority tagging, which can be used
to give audio stream payload packets a higher -priority;
and finally user -adjustable forward error correction (FEC)
that is used to help the far end rebuild lost or dropped
audio packets. Network statistics are available for current
and cumulative packets sent, received, lost and delayed
on a per -stream basis.

Telos Zephyr !port

LAN S PDIF IN

Barix Instreamer

Musicam Suprima

LINE IN I 2VDC

Musicam offers the Supri ma -a 1 RU, two -channel analog

or AES interface audio codec (full -duplex). Communica-
tion with the far end is accomplished via ISDN or IP.
Compression algorithms supported include MPEG 1/2
(layers 2 and 3), MC LC, MC LD, Apt -x (standard and
enhanced), uncompressed PCM, G.722 and G.71 1
(with echo cancellation). The two channels con operate
completely independent of one another if the compres-
sion algorithm is G.71 1, G.722 or MPEG. The send
and receive directions can use different algorithms.
Auxiliary contact closures are available in all MPEG
modes. IP protocols supported include TCP, UDP and
real time audio streaming. The Suprima has a built-in
Web server so a browser can control it remotely. I don't
want to forget the front -panel headphone jack that can
be used to monitor audio in either direction. That's always
a handy feature.

Telos is making its presence known in this field and has
recently introduced the Zephyr Iport. This 2RU device
can send eight stereo audio feeds over IP networks. It

uses the Livewire standard for networked audio over
Ethernet and typically would be part of an Axia IP audio
network. (If the unit isn't part of an Axia IP-audio network,
use of the Iport will require the acquisition of an Axia

AES or analog audio node.) Compression algorithms
include MC LD, MC and MPEG 3 (layers 2 and 3).
Full configuration, and remote control is done via the
embedded Web browser.

Perhaps you want to ease in to the whole audio-over-IP
technology; if so then the product line from Barix may
be exactly what you are looking for. The Instreamer
100 is a small, stand-alone audio encoder that con-
nects to the far end via IP. It makes use of the MPEG

3 compression algorithm (16 to 48kHz sample
rate, up to 192kb/s variable bit -rate) with stereo
audio, RCA inputs or coaxial or optical S/PDIF.
Control is accomplished via embedded web

browser or RS -232. The complementary decoder is the
Exstreamer 100: This unit will decode MPEG 3 (up to
320kb/s fixed or variable bit -rate) or Windows Media
encoder (up to 384kb/s). Audio outputs are delivered
via RCA connectors; control is done via embedded
Web browser or RS -232.

There are several other players to consider - some
that you may have not previously thought of. The
first is a company well known for making transmit-
ters: Energy Onix. Its offering in this field is the
Tele-link III. This is a single -rack unit codec built on
top of a small industrial computer running Linux.
Audio inputs and outputs are balanced analog; the
network connection is handled through an RJ-45,

connecting at 10 or 10013ase T. The necessary data rate is

128kb/s for 48kHz sampling, with a 16 -bit word, by way
of either the MP3 or Ogg-Vorbis compression algorithms.
All control is done by way of the front panel.

Resource
Guide

APT
800-955-APTX
www.aptx.com

Barix
866-815-0866
www.barix.com

Energy-Onix
888-322.-6649
www.energy-onix.com

Harris Intraplex
800-622-0022
www.broadcast.harris.com

MDO-UK
+44 121 256 0200
www.audiotx.com

Musicam
732-739-5600
www.musicamusa.com

Telos
216-241-7225
www.telos-systems.com

G
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You know, it was getting
pretty dull around here
before you arrived.

OMNIA ONE: Small Box. Big Attitude.
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Energy-Onix Tele-link III

Having LAN and/or
WAN connectivity at

a transmitter site
is becoming more

and more common

AUDIO TX
STL - IP

AUD.0 OW1,1 PP NeTIPPIIPP : 

MDO UK Audio -TX STL-IP

MDO-UK also has a single rock unit solution for audio
over IP. Its product is known as Audio -TX STL-IP. Audio
inputs and outputs are done by way of balanced AES.
The unit will accept wordclock. The codec can generate
up to six streams, while receiving audio from one remote
location (TCP/IP, UDP or UDP multicast). Audio can be
sent in an uncompressed fashion (assuming bandwidth can
accommodate it) or at reduced data rates making use of
any one of the following compression algorithms: MPEG
2 layers 2 or 3, ADPCM, MC, AAC-LD or AACPlus.
FEC is built-in. The configuration and control are done
via a Web browser.

Audio over IP for STL applications is not a new idea, by

any means. Having LAN and/or WAN connectivity at a
transmitter site, even one that is way out in the sticks, is
becoming more and more common - and we've gotten
to the point where we expect just about every electronic
device to have some sort of network connection. Even
though the world is going this way, I'm not ready to hand
over my main ST1 to a contentious network just yet. Still,
as time goes by, it's conceivable that type of network will
provide the same level of reliability, all things considered,
as the type of networks and links we use today. Now
might be a good time for you to learn how it's done.

Irwin is the chief engineer of WK71J-FM, New York City.

Coverage, Reliability, and
HD RadioTM Experience

When Vermont Public Radio installed HD RadioTm
at some of the worst weather sites in North America,

they chose

Mt. Mansfield

Vermont
October 2006

WVPR/Mt Ascutney; WN_H/Burke Mtn;
WVPS/Mt Mansfield - Bringing the first

HD RadioTm signals to the Green Mountain State!
P. 0. Box 389, 188 Harrison Rd., Bridgton, Maine USA 04C09
(207) 647-3327 (888) SHIVELY FAX (207) 647-8273
sales@shively.com www.shivety.com

- An Employee -Owned Company -
ISO -9001:2000 Certified

April 16 - 19
Las Vegas

See us at Booth N7026
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Broadcast Software
Radio Automation

 AmlemMermi.....24-

A.- .

Simian - radio automation
and digital play out system

Audio Logging

SkimmerPlus - professional
audio logging and skimming

CD Ripping

 [.01110,0
r MIME..N.,,.Oft

Speedy- professional CD to
PC ripping and file tagging

Instant Audio

ir
El lir
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Stinger- instant acess to
288 'rapid fire' audio files

Full PC Systems

Complete PC systems -
with hardware and music

AudioScience - built for
broadcast. pro sound cards

Broadcast Software International
503 E. 11th Avenue
Eugene, OR 97401 USA
Direct: 541-338-8588
Fax: 541-338-8656
www.bsiusa.com sales('s bsiusa.com

1-888-274-2721
www.bsiusa.com

WaveCart - the original
on -screen cart machine

MusicStore - over 55.000
ready to play (tagged) songs

Remote Control

Trigger & Relay Devices -
for GPI/O & remote control



FACILITY SHOWCASE

The production studio The WISE air studio is a mirror of WOXL air.
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The news and dubbing studio

A showcase wasn't necessarily in the plans,
but that's what can happen when it's just

Built right
By Chriss Scherer, editor

In general, the plann.ng steps behind any studio
relocation p-oject follow a common path. The
basic elements of determining the need to relo-

cate, establishing the facility requirements, finding
a location and d-afting the design plans are always
the first steps, arid these efforts can be tailored for
specific circumstances. For the Saga Communica-
-ions stations in Asheville, NC, the need to update
-he facility that had more than 30 years behind it set
the steps in motion. While a modern facility was the
goal, the Asheville project provided Saga with the
opportunity to implement some new technologies and
try some new approaches. In the end, a necessary
rebuild provided a showcase for the station and the
group owner.

Saga owns four stations in Asheville: WISE -AM
(sports), WYSE-AM (sports), WTMT-FM (rock) and
WOXL-FM (classic hits). The station group was built
over the course of several years, and with each station
acquisition, the existing studio site was exparded
to accommodate.

The old studio was built to nouse one station: WISE -
AM, the heritage AM radio station in the market.
located on the same property as the WISE three -tower

or -ay, the site was not in an ideal business location.
In addition, being in the middle of an antenna array
meant that RF was always a concern with the audio
equipment. And while the equipment was kept n-ostly
up-to-date, the building had plenty of wear. As Saga
acquired stations, the plan to look for a new studio

began. The details f nally
came together in early
2006 when a suitable
studio site was found. The
work began to design
the facility and begin
construction.

The new studio/office
site was selected mainly
because of its advanta-
geous business location.
On the west side of the
metro, the facility is in

a business area that is
easy for listeners to find,
which is important for
prize pickup and helps
strengthen the stations'
ties with the community.

Expand and then build
The chosen building was previously a restaurant.

Saga added to three sides of the building to in-
crease the overall floor space from 4,280 square
feet to 7,210 square feet. Once expanded, the
interior build -out began. This is when one of the
first challenges was met: The station lost its full-

time engineer.
To keep the project on schedule, Saga looked to

outside help. Greg Urbiel, director of engineering for
Saga, contacted Larry _amoray at Balsys Technology
Group to take over the project. This was the first time

Saga used an integrator for an installation.
When Balsys came in, the first project modification

was made after the studs were in place but just before
the drywall was ready to be installed. Lamoray first
'ealized that the conduit entries for each studio's
cables were not in an optimal location and some
last-minute relocation:. avoided what could have
been a significant problem.

While the studio space construction was underway,
Balsys began building the custom furniture and as-
sembling the studio wi ing in its facility near Or ando.
The wiring for the technical operations center (TOC)
could not be integrated off -site because there were
too many factors that would be determined on -site.
One of those factors was the final layout of the TOC.
With slight)/ less floor space than originally planned,
providing sufficient rack space for the operation could
have been a problem. The solution was to go vertical .
Middle Atlantic GRK racks were used. Each rack
provides 52 rack spaces and stands 8' tall.
This was going to oe a digital facility, and with

that in mind, Saga selected Axia for the audio net-
work and Imediatouch for the automation system.
With an IF' audio system planned for the operation,
Ethernet -ready cable was installed for each studio.
Aga n, Saga used on outside service to handle
the cabling. The phone system installers wired the
office phones and o' -f ice network, and also on all
the CAT6 cabling for the on -air operation. All the
house wiring is CAT6. Each studio has 16 CAT6
drops, two coaxial cable drops, and a stranded #2
ground wire attached to copper bus bars at each
end to create the star grounc system.

In each studio, Krc'ne blocks and IT -style Ethernet
patch boys are used for interconnects. A studio's
audio sources are pinched down to one side of a
Krone blcck. The Krone block has RJ-45 connectors
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Equipment ListBuilt right
on the other side, and an Ethernet jumper runs from the
Krone block to an Ethernet patch bay. The CAT6 drop
into the studio is connected to the Ethernet patch bay.

While the Axia system can use distributed nodes to
provide I/O as needed, the only nodes in the studios are
for the microphones. Any other studio audio sources run
analog or digital audio back to the TOC via the CAT6
cable. This was done to reduce some costs of installing
additional Axia nodes. The Imediatouch computers and
Axia engines all live in the TOC, where the signals remain
as direct IP runs. The Imediatouch computers use the Axia
IP audio driver to attach to the audio network.

New-found flexibility
Embracing a router -based audio system has provided

significant flexibility for the stations. One main advantage is
that any source is available to any station, and any studio
can be used to feed any station. This provides one level
of backup for all the stations. The Imediatouch system has

built-in server redundancy in case of a failure, and if part
of the Axia system were to fail, the problem could also
be routed around. As a final backup plan, each station
has a Broadcast Tools switcher to take a feed directly
from the automation or any other desired source.

The flexible routing has also allowed Saga to expand
the programming of one station. The two AMs run sports
formats, and the old studio had insufficient resources to
run WYSE on its own, so it simulcast WISE most of the

Adobe Audition
Alesis RA300
APC UPS
Audio Science ASI5042
Audion Labs Voxpro
Avocent LV830-AM
Axia Element and audio network
Balsys Technology Group project management,
system design, systems integration

Balsys Wood Arts Furniture, maple wood ends
for Axia surfaces

CBT CBT-2
Cisco WS Series
ESE ES185U, LX5112
Fostex 6301 B, RM-2
Harris World Feed Panel
Heil PR -40
Henry Engineering Multiphones
Imediatouch
Krone punchblocks
Linksys hubs
Middle Atlantic GRK Series, RM-KB-LCD17
Minuteman UPS
O.C. White Pro Boom Elite
Omnimount monitor mounts
Sony MDR7506
Tannoy Reveal 6
Tascam CDO1UPRO, CDRW2000, 112MKII
Telos 2101

VVhat will you plug into?
"The PR40 is THE BEST mike I have ever used

-Art Bell

"I suddenly realized that my old studio mics had just become
overpriced hammers. These Heil mics blew my mind, but left my

budget in great shape." -Dave Hines, US 97, Clear Channel

"I just put in some of the Heil PR 40's replacing Neumann's and I have
to tell you man, that's the best sounding microphone I have ever heard

for broadcast. Sure made a believer out of me." - Jay Rose KVEG, Las Vegas

Nobody ever said anything nice about my voice until I started using this (PR 40).'
-Leo Laporte

"The Heil PR 30 presents the smoothest and most articulate speech audio
rom any dynamic microphone I have ever used. Congratulations to the

Heil team for bringing large diaphragm dynamics to the
- - marketplace." -Mike Dorrough, company founder and

President, Dorrough Electronics

www.heilsound.com
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time. With the new studios, there is adequate capabil-
ity to route sources so that VVYSE can often run unique
programming. This was particularly useful during the local

high school football season.
The new studio layout also takes advantage of the

routing flexibility. The large talk studio can now easily
be used for either station as it is needed.

Like many facilities now, there are times when an in -studio

The voice tracking/second production studio
looks into the WOXL air studio.

audio source or feed is needed. Fa this, Harris World
Feed panels are placed in each studio. In addition, a
custom Balsys panel housed in a weatherproof box was
installed on the front patio to accommodate live broad-
casts from the front of the building. Also, each studio has
a pop-up data port for power and :nternet connectivity.

The facility has a 1 1 OkVA natural gas generator to power

the building if commercial power drops. To supplement
that, several UPS battery systems are in place. The
on -air operations are powered through a large UPS.
In addition, each studio has its own smaller UPS.
The various UPS systems provide 1 to 1.5 hours of
backup power, which easily covers the generator
transfer time, but it also provides some cushion in
case there is a generator problem.

The facility's HVAC system is designed to prevent
the typical problem that mafly studios suffer. Each
studio has its own climate control. Air is fed into
each studio, depending on the season, this air is
conditioned (cooled) or filtered outside air. If heat

is needed, the filtered air passes over heating strips
in each studio's duct work so that each studio can
maintain its own perfect temperature.

Meeting the challenges
Any project has its snare of unexpected challenges,

and this one is no different. The west side of the
property looks in." a blufi. Tr -

Service and Pricing you can Count On!
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2005
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ne 2007
SCMS acquires assets of

Major Broadcast
Equipment Supplier

Orbon Optimod 8500 Third Generation
of Digital Processing is released and

takes audio pipcessing to a new level of
indut,setting standard.

2000
rban Optimod 8400

of Di Processing is releas
reviews and becomes the new industry standard.

Orban Inc. is purchased by CRL Harmon International

Mid -South: 1-877-391-2650 Bob Mayben
Central: 1-731-695-1714 Bernie O'Brien
West Coast: 1-866-673-9267 Doug Tharp
Mid -West: 1-513-899-3036 Mary Schnelle
South -Atlantic: 1-770-632-1295 Art White
North-East: 1-315-623-7655 Jim Peck
South-West: 1-210-775-2725 John Lackness
North Central: 1-513-376-8600 Pam Leffler
Pro Audio: 1-877-640-8205 Ric Goldstein
Latin America. 1-760- 650-1427 Lily Massan

1975
OP ; t,',10D 8000 audio processor

uced for !tie new FM format.
Bob Orbon arc: partner, John

Delantoni, set up °than Associates
os a privately hela :,any.
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SCMS
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Bob Cauthen

1991
ds the transoR io digital

with the irst successful DSP-based
FM audio pi OPTIMOD-FM 8200.

Thousonds on air around the world.

IIP

Contact SCMS
at any of its offices

to discuss your needs
1-800-438-6040
Bob, Ernie, Matt, Mike or Andy

HQ in Pineville, NC

likeiToe ow we enow Meow!,

www.SCMSinc.com
 Go to
http://www.scmsinc.com/07022007.htm
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Built right
low look angle of the satellite dish, the dish is installed in
the southeast corner of the lot. Mounting the dish on the
ground and clearing the trees on the bluff would have
probably provided minimal clearance, although the dish
also faces into the parking lot. If any large vehicle passed

front of ri around -level dish, the satellite signal would
be lost. The Balsys solution: raise
the dish. It is mounted so the
center of the 3.8m dish is 12'
off the ground. The foundation
- an inverterted T - is buried
8' into the ground. Raising the
dish improved the clearance
over the bluff.

The satellite dish was lifted into
place with a crane. To compli-
cate this part of the project, there
are power lines running near the
satellite dish mount. The crane
had to lift the dish over the power
lines to put it in place.

The facility installation was
completed in April 2007, but it
did not go on the air until some
RF STL issues were resolved.
The studio site does not have

The 8' racks in the TOC

a clear line of site to any of the transmitter sites. Saga
leased tower space on a mountain -top tower and relays
the STL signals to the various transmitter sites from there.
A small STL tower was erected at the studio to hold the
necessary antennas. Obtaining the necessary zoning
clearance for this studio tower was a challenge, but it
was finally approved.

VVYSE has a variation in its STL path. The VVYSE audio is

carried to the WOXL transmitter site via an STL where it is
injected into the WOXL-FM subcarrier. A subcarrier receiver
at the WYSE transmitter receives the audio for retransmis-
sion. This eliminated one STL path from the project.

So now that the project is complete, the stations con-
tinue to learn the new capabilities of their facility. Chief
Engineer Gary Robinson notes that routing changes once
considered an obstacle are now simple matters, and the
overall installation has gleaned praise from visiting radio
engineers. While the goal from the onset was to build a
top-notch facility, the directive was to build it right and
build it welt to provide modern, flexible facilities. By
doing this, the result is a showcase that the station staff
and owners are proud of.

More online
Additional photos and a floor

plan of the facility are posted at
www.RadioMagOnline.com.

FACILITY FOCUS
The technology behind Saga Communications

AudioScience
ASI5042

Saga uses the
ASI5042 in its Vox

Pro and Audition
audio editing
systems. The

ASI5042 provides
four stereo inputs and

four stereo outputs with
balanced analog connections.

The maximum analog input and output
level is +20dBu. A choice of 8-, 16-, 24-,
or 32 -bit PCM with sampling rates from

32kHz to 192kHz is available for both recording and
playback. All compress on is handled by an on -board
floating point DSP, allowing the host computer to
focus on other tasks. Up to four cards can be used
in a single system. In abdition, the SSX multi -channel
mode allows the recording and playback of PCM
streams up to eight channels. Drivers for Windows
2000, XP and Linux are available.

www.audioscience.com
302-324-5333
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OMT Technologies iMediaTouch
With new innovative

HD multicasting features,
improved on -air interface,
no compromise studio and
remote voice tracking, stellar
satellite interfacing, non-
proprietary architecture, great
console interfaces, Internet
XML output, PR Content Depot compatibility and
revenue -generating features, iMediaTouch s the most
advanced automation system for any format, any
single -station operation or any broadcast cluster.

This 32 -bit ON -AIR Automation, Production,
Voice Tracking and Log creation software system
is known for its deperdability to operate without
constant engineering supervision or IT management
within a completely true non-proprietary hardware
environment. Back that up with the best technical
support in the industry and you have the fastest
growing automation software in radio with operations
in over 1,600 radio stations.

VW_

www.imediatouch.com
888-665-0501
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COMPLETE
MICROPHONE
TO ANTENNA
TECHNICAL
SERVICES

BALSYS
TECHNOLOGY GROUP. INC.
RADIO asomaciurr TECHNICAL SERVICES

Complete Systems Integration
Studio and RF Systems Installation, Test,
& Documentation

HD Radio Transmission
Factory Authorized By Several Manufacturers
For HD Installation & Certification

Plug & Play Transmitter Buildings
Solid Reinforced Concrete Shelters With All
Equipment Installed, Tested, & Documented -
Ready For Simplified Site Build

BALSYS
WOOD ARTS, INC.

Custom Broadcast Studio Furniture
High Quality, Distinctive, & Rugged Studio
Furnishings - Designed & Fabricated For
The Specific Studio & Application

YSTEMS

TORE
corn

SystemsStore
Your Online Source for Cable, Connectors,
Punchblocks, Racks, Wire Management,
Test Equipment, Tools, & Problem Solvers
To Complete Any Technical Installation.

11
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BALSYS COMPANIES  890 Carter Road #150 - 160, Winter Garden, FL 34787 USA
T: 407.656.3719  F: 407-656-5474  www.Balsys.com  www.SystemsStore.com



Try Livewire on Us!
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Livewire IP networking is now available built-in to our Millenium Digital consoles.

You can wire and mix your studio sources locally and economically, while

accessing facility -wide sources via the Livewire network. Scale -up

your system anytime by adding more consoles, Axia nodes and

software - all connected via a standard Ethernet network.

It's the best of both worlds - Livewire IP networking and

Millenium Digital consoles!

Millenium Livewire consoles feature 6 channels with LCD cisplays and rotary

encoders for full access to all networked audio selections. Local channels provide

inputs for studio analog or digital, mic thru line level sources.

Connect your Millenium / Livewire system in minutes
with StudioHub+ - the plug -and -play wiring solution.

-467-8000 Fax: 856-467-3044  www.radiosystems.com

Hub+ is a registered trademark of Radio Systems, Inc.
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is

I believe it's fair to sc-y that mast radio broadcast
stctions i tie United States are using computer -cased
audio systems (CBAE). F..rtheclbelieve these systems,
if not used or complete automaton of a broadcast
facility, are used for and a sou cing in some mixture of
I ive-assis- or oartia a itoration This being the case, the
keys to the revenue-p-od _ci ng Dotentia I cf a facili y are
performance, rehab lity and ease of operation of the
CPAS. Here are some ways to imorove perform arce
ard reliaoility of the CBAS in your facility. Edse of
operation I' I leave to the vendors..

Problems, proposals
and projects

Let's ex:lo'e some possible scencrios: (1) Your sistem
consists of c server, several wo-ks otions and network
switches It used tc run CK, butlatey the ocks are corn-
pioining of sli.ggi;hmess while recording voice I acks,
cr wher they press a sort bitton on the studio touch

screen, -lie auc o cut starts 100 millise:onds
later :an ete-nity!: (2) HD Radio is oeing
rollec out for the fac lity next yea- and

mar agement has presented
you with c conundrum:
mJ ticast for all six stations,
fu ly cutomated, wi h 'im-
ited capital outlay br the
recuired hardware.

sou igure you can lower
the ruulticast hardware
cost Dy playing a few
rcuncis of golf wi h the
vendor's rep, but you
st h hove tc purchcse 12
add it onal workstations
fcr your CBAS, and pos-
sioly upgrade the retwork
switch and the se -der. In
tris s:enar o you crunch
nfinEers and fird you
con purchase the rrulticast
hardware and the worksta-
tions, but have ncwhere
near enough to punilase
new server. The adc itional

load as a re-
sult of 12
new work-
s-cions is

sign ficant.
Perhaps -here is

something we :an do
tc mcke the axis ing server suff ce, but

-loving funding fo- fIstrate hardware.r othing beats

fl

Baseline performance
We often estdolish oaseline performance or our

t-ansmit-er systems through the use of maruhcturer
test dab sheets, weekh.logg ng of the parameters and
he initial sweep of the antenna s.is-em by the s ation's

consultant. Of course when on AM c sectional arrer m
system is installed we peilo--n field proofs to es-ab ism
conductivity and system 1VS. We a so (hopefully) og
all branch impedances, c_rtvnts, indictor tap pcsiti ors
and have a record of transmission I ne lengths. Thy
things serveus by establilling a refe.-ence, or base i-e
fcr future problem isolatidn and pe-iormance verif ca-
tion. We should do this for oLtoma-i on, database and
file servers, and network.; as well. :ortunately, wry
tools exist to assist you at itile to -ID cost. Allcco-ing
the necessary time for this wien the system is opert-
irg normally will be time well spen

CBAS baseline
performance tools

It is my belief that Microsoft Windows 2000/203
is the prevailing operat n,c systerr for CBAS servo s
and fortunately for us, Bi I Gates provided us h

li-erally hundreds of baseline tools To use them, oven
Performance Monitor (aka_ perfmon) and by dela J t,
the three nost-used performance counters vii I co -

pear: Average Disk QLeue. Length Pages/Sec rd
Percent Processor Time. There are numerous opt ons
that can be set with these and all other counters such
as color, scale, sample -ote, grape- backgroun:, et.
Please beer in mind thcl using Per-ormance MON for
has a dray..back. In o meas_re somethin.z., )ou
cisturb it. )erformance Monitor as seen in F g. 1,
next page) while provioirg insign into your ser.e-'s
performance, uses resources and in so doing sEgh ly
cegrades performance Ncrturall) the more counters
you use ard the more obects (hard disk, procelt.or,
pages) yoL choose to room tor, the more pronour ced
this degradation becomes_

Let's address the first scenario wnere the jocks ore
complainirg of sluggish performance. You n-tht
suspect the cause to be network bottlenecks due to
congestior, high server processor _tilization, 3- poor
disk input/output perform -mice. Wu-dows Perforna-ce
Monitor and Windows Ids:, Manager may en,
I believe you'll find that ie-work ut Ization is fc irl), ow
(a few percent unless 1.e transfer; or data boot..ps
are underway), and in most moderr servers, pro:e!sor
utilization also will be 10 percent or less (altnoigh
occasiona "spikes" of near 10Ct oercent utiliza on
may be normal and no real cause for concern". An
Average Dsk Queue le-grh (ADGI: of 40 or 5C could
be worrisome, but that oepends on several Iodors
including he type of 64_ storage system the se -er
uses for cudio data: RAID (Redundant A-cv of
Inexpensive Disks) system Netwcr< Attached 5-oroge
iNAS), or a single disk Most oh en, computertx-_-.9.ed
cudio systems use some form of R. D array, an
make that assumption -ere.
The ADQL number, with you' I note is dimer lion-

ess, represents the average number of data recLests
oer unit time that are pending it the disk opera -ion.
The rule cf thumb to Lse in the interpretation cf his

oarameter is two times he number of spird es or
hard disks in the system So, if the RAID array ccrsists
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Automation Server
Performance Enhancement

of 12 drives (data drives only), then an ADQL of 24 or
less is probably OK for the system. For this example,
let us suppose that your system does have 12 drives in

the array, and you are seeing ADQLs around 40 to 50
consistently. The most salient point here is that without having

established a baseline when things were running smoothly,

you will not be absolutely certain if this is the issue or not.

"vim Peer
1.1...r
%leo-snot lop and !ono

lad

_A _

Moilnag I  riai 0.0..o. I
evAiren 11:4

L. I XFie I canna 1yw,. I Ind. 1 Qom 14Pwas.- Al .0.

1,..110

Figure 1. Windows Performance Monitor

Server performance enhancement:
RAID systems

How do you go about fixing lackluster server perfor-
mance and/or getting the most from what you have?
Poor disk I/O performance can result from outdated or
incorrect disk controller drivers, less than optimum setup
of the RAID array, or a defective controller. For CBAS
servers, we tend to use a RAID 1 (mirror) or a RAID 1 with
duplexing (see Fig. 2) for the operating system. RAID 1
arrays consist of two drives in a mirror arrangement and
a capacity of (n/2) X. For audio storage we most often
use a RAID 5 array, which takes us to the intersection
of performance, reliability and efficiency. A RAID 5 ar-
ray consists of several hard drives (at least three) with a
capacity of (n-1) X, where n equals the number of hard
drives and X is the individual hard drive capacity. A RAID
5 usually has one or more drives declared to be a global
hot spare or dedicated hot spare for failover.

Note that efficiency of surface real estate improves in a
RAID 5 array as the number of drives in the array increases.

To illustrate this point, consider a RAID 5 consisting of the
minimum three drives. Let's suppose that our drives have
a capacity of 73GB. Using the formula above, our RAID
array would have a capacity of 73GB(3-1), which equals
146GB. Our efficiency of surface real estate is 67 percent.
If we have an array of 14 73GB drives, two of which are
used for global hot spares (leaving 12 for data), we have
a capacity of 73GB 112-11, which equals 803GB. This

GRAHAM STUDIOS
Quality...Function...Beauty...

Not just a pretty face...

Engineered for functionality,
flexibility, and long lasting beauty.

Custom built or buy off the shelf.

Can reassemble in different
configurations.

Easy access for wiring.

Several models to suit your budget.

Precision workmanship guaranteed.

Fully assembled "White Glove"
delivery service available.

Serving Broadcasters for over 23 years

(866) 481-6696 or (970) 225-19, www.graham-studios.com
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implies an efficiency of surface real estate for this arrange-
ment of 803GB/876GB X 100 percent, which equals
approximately 92 percent. This is one of the benefits of
RAID 5 versus other RAID arrangements.

We want to make certain that our RAID arrays are up
to standards in order to realize best performance. For
a SCSI (Small Computer System Interface) system, you
would want drives that spin at least at 7,200rpm/Ultra
320 interface, an Ultra 320 SCSI controller card with
128MB or more cache on -board. You really don't want to
skimp here. The SCSI controller card may either be of the
non -RAID or RAID type. If the card does not support RAID
then the RAID array will be set up under the operating
system. A RAID type controller card will generally support
a variety of RAID levels such as: RAID 0, 1, 5 and 10
Software RAID (set up under the operating system) and
hardware RAID have advantages and disadvantages.

In most cases hardware RAID is the optimum choice. In
this case, it is important to properly set up the array for
best performance using the RAID controller's bios settings.
Key settings are: RAID stripe size, write -back and read -
ahead. RAID stripe size refers to the width of the data
stripe in the array, and is not connected to the block size
or the size of the allocation units formatted under NTFS
IN.T. File System used with Windows).

I mention this because this does cause some confusion,
as some administrators believe they should set the array
stripe size to tt as the

RAID Controller

Disk Controller A

Disk Controller B

Figure 2. RAID 1

RAID 1
Disk 0 Mirrcring

Disk 1

RAID 1

Disk 0 Mirroring

With

Duplexing

Disk 1

block size to set before formatting a drive with NTFS is
often a setting recommended by your automation system
vendor. For use with streaming music, the maximum
setting with NTFS of 64KB is often used (but this may
vary with the ,--"ke array stripe size

e e4 4B 6

Broadcasters have woven ESE precision master clocks and
timing -related products into their facilities for over 35 years.
ESE products accurately synchronize broadcast operations
using a choicelof GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line
frequency foeffordable, reliable, perfect time.

Spend a few seconds on www.ese-web.com to discover a
vast universe of timing systems that are designed for easy
installation, set-up and operation.

Precisely
measured

and
delivered

by

EST
142 Sierra Street

El Segundo. CA 90245 USA
Tel: (310) 322.2136
Fax (310) 322-8127
ww-v.ese-web.com
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can affect performance of the array quite significantly.
Some experts say the bigger the stripe size, the bet-
ter. I have found 128KB stripe size to be the best for

performance with heavily used file servers with multiple
clients as in CBAS operation). That said, go with your
vendor's suggestions.

Write back will improve the RAID array's performance
by writing data to cache first, then to the disks. This allows
the CPU(s) to command a write of the data and then move
on, allowing the RAID controller to process the write as
hardware timing permits. It's very important to maintain
the RAID system's battery when using this option in order
to avoid data loss. With regard to the read -ahead setting,
you'll find you have three choices: Read -ahead, adaptive
read -ahead and no read -ahead.

Read -ahead works like this: A block is read from the
disk, and then additional sequential blocks are read in the
hope that these will most likely be required next. Adaptive
read -ahead uses an algorithm that will use read -ahead
until such time as the last two or so read operations were
not sequential. For file servers used for audio streaming
it's generally best to turn off read -ahead since file block
reads are likely not to be sequential. This setting may be
shown as normal on your RAID controller.

Server Performance
Enhancement:
Fine-tuning

lie -e are a -ed. more quick tips to jazz up a
111E server: NYE' The 'ollowing actions require
making changes to the Windows regis:ry and
sh3LId only be lone by t-aiied persornel.

Keep the e<ecutables (rograms and
deoendencie% in RAM aid from being
soiapped cu- -c the page file by changing
Me registry 1-ey: HKE-1 LOCAL_ MACHINE\
SYSTEM\Cur3-ItControSet\ControINSession
Dia nagerWerr c.ry Management and cbange
the key named Disab e Facing Executive
f -o -n 0 to 1

Navigate :c: I-KEY__OCALMACHINE
SYSTEM\Ou-reitComrolSet\ControkEession
ManagerWe,rcry Management and
ncd.fy/creat3 a Reg_Dword named C ear
Page File At Siitdown, and set the value
to 1. This vol delete vie pagefile wher the
server is shu:ccwn and create a new one
Lpo-I startup 1This wil ersure no page file
f-agmentatioi.

F.cm Broad ast Syste
builds s-Ldios for riost of Norti

America's major networks, group
stations, and ne-Ais organizations. Ram

offers comprehensive sturio design. fabrication,
systems integration. and cus*cri furniture. Put Ram's

35 years of experience io work for you!

RAM Broadcast Sys:ems

www.ramsyscon.com
800.779.7575
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Server performance enhancement:
swap file

Windows makes use of a virtual memory technology
called a swap file. When Windows has insufficient
electronic memory to store data, program executables
or data transfers, it can swap these data to and from
a swap file on the designated hard disk. This of course
slows system performance inasmuch as hard disks are
much slower for reads and writes than system RAM.
One very significant thing you can do to improve your
server's performance is to move the swap file from the
drive(s) used for the operating system to
another drive. Often a machine constructed
to be a server provides several slots for ad-
ditional hard drives.

Consider installing a drive for use as a swap
file surface and moving the swap file from the
OS drive to the new drive. This can be done
by selecting properties from My Computer,
then Advanced tab, then Performance/Set-
tings/Virtual Memory. Select change and then
select the new drive. Then select custom size
and set the initial and maximum size to 1.5
times the size of the system memory (so, for
a system RAM of 2GB, set the saw file size
to 3GB). After this procedure is completed,
delete the existing pagefile on the OS drive.
Setting the initial and maximum swap file size
reduces the possibility of page file fragmenta-
tion, which would reduce performance. The
page file does not need to be on a redundant
drive and would also degrade performance.
Format the partition used for the page file
with 4KB blocks.

Server performance
enhancement:
memory (RAM)

More system RAM is better. As you increase
the amount of RAM you reduce the amount
of I/O operations to the page file. If you see
many page faults in Performance Monitor,
you need more RAM. If you're looking for
a number, most experts would agree 2GB
is a good starting point for a CBAS server.
Note that server memory is most often of the
Error Correcting Code (ECC) variety, which
means it costs more than workstation RAM.
Be certain to use memory of the type speci-
fied by the server's manufacturer and note
if the memory sticks need to be installed in
pairs or singles.

Conclusion
With careful application of the above infor-

mation, you can get the most out of your server
and perhaps delay having to purchase a new
8 -core Blazemaster 3000 server for a while.
By establishing a baseline for your server,
you will be in a better position to evaluate

performance and see the results of any changes or tweaks
you make. If you'd like to know more, the Internet and
your local bookstore are overflowing with information on
Windows 2003 Server performance tweaks. Adaptees
website has some useful white papers on RAID arrays
and good general information. I'd like to acknowledge
Dave Dart and John Pike from Google/Maestro and
Dave Turner of Enco for giving me some of their time
and valuable input.

Sloatman is chief engineer for Cox Rado, Orlando, FL.

Omni or Cardioid,
You've Got It Covered.

Forget tapes, discs, cards and cables.
Just pick up a FlashMic and go.
Combining a broadcast -quality Flash recorder with a Sennheiser mic
capsJle, HHB's new FlashMic is perfect for interviewing, journalism
and any type of voice recording.

One button press is all it takes to start recording in either linear
or MPEG 2 formats. 1GB of built-in memory stores a massive 18
hours/999 tracks of recordings and it's easy and quick to transfer files
for editing or onwa -d
transmission via FlashMic's built-in USB interface.

Power comes from standard AA
batteries, and the includec FlashMic
Manager software makes it easy to
configure single or multiple FlashMics,
select record mode, control the gain
setting, high pass filter, and enable
your preferred configuration of your
FlashMic. Available with cardioid or
omri capsules, FlashMic is all you
need for broadcast -quality recording.

So just pick up a FlashMic and go.

..11

.111.

FlmatoMic wuroan

FlashMic
THE WORLD'S FIRST DIGITAL RECORDING MICROPHONE

www.flashmic.info

Dist-ibuted in the USA and Latin America by. Sennheiser Electronic Corp.
1 Enterprise Drive, Old Lyme, CT 06371 USA  Tel 860-434-9190  Fax: 860-434-1759  www.hhbusa.com
Latin America: Telephone: 52-55-5639-0956  Fax: 52-55-56394482  Dist buted in Canada by HHB Canada Tet 416-867-9000 Fax: 416-867-1080
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Tips, tricks, hints and more
All about racks

So many times we talk about what goes into a rack, or how many racks
are in a particular master control room. What about the racks themselves?

What do we need on -hand to take care of them and use them effectively?
More often than not the rack itself is not a new piece of equipment. As

such, the most common problem you might encounter deals with the mount-
ing holes. How many times have you tried to turn a rack screw only to find
that it won't budge? No matter how hard you try, it won't turn. Usually, this
is an easy one. Apply some fine machine oil or WD -40 and give the tight
screw a little shot of oil. Let it sit for a few minutes so that the oil can run

into the threads.
One possible reason for the tight fit is that the

threads are screwed up (yes, pun intended).
Most racks use 10-32 screws, although there
are variations, including 10-24 and metric

Irwin is the chief engineer of
tmau-an, New York.

Do you have a tech tip?
Send it to us at

radio@RadioMagOnlIne.com

By Doug Irwin, CPBE AMD

sizes. Be sure that the screws you are using
are the correct size. If you have racks with
various thread taps, you'll need to keep the
right screws in the right racks. One way to do

this is to use obviously different screws: black
for 10-32, silver for metric, for example.
If the threads are damaged, get a 10-32

(or the appropriate size) tap set. Run the tap
through the threads to restore it. I have sometimes

had to run the tap through new racks before.
Sometimes the holes are partially filled with
paint, or the tap that was used to cut the threads
in the manufacturing process could have been

dull. The threads on older racks can sometimes
have rust in the threads.

Efficient rack use
Rack drawers are often a very handy place

o keep items that are specific to equipment
in a rack, such as specially made audio cables,
plain patch cables, small pieces of test equip-
ment or even documentation. A 2RU or 3RU
drawer is often very functional in a rack room or
transmitter site.

Another useful space -saving and efficient option
is a pull-out, flip -up key-
board/mouse/monitor
combination. These put
a keyboard and monitor
in a convenient space
without losing rack
space fora tall monitor.

Add a KVM switcher
and one unit can serve

multiple uses.

You have the power
Power distribution is sometimes a haphazard

effort in racks. Very often, a rack will H.
a power feed from a
single circuit breaker.
This provides no
power redundancy. I
like to have two sepa-

rate power strips,
one fed from one
breaker, and one
fed from another.
Plan ahead to plug
equipment in to take
advantage of the
dual feed. Plug the
main air chain into
one source and the
backup air chain into the other.

If a UPS is installed in the rack, consider using
a power strip that is fed by the output of the UPS.
Only connect equipment that should be on the
UPS to this strip to extend the runtime of the UPS.
The main air chain can be fed by UPS power,
while the backup chain can be fed by raw ac.
If the UPS acts up, switch to the backup chain to
keep the station going.

Use all the space
Wen I buy new racks, I prefer to get them
as deep as practical. The area inside the

back of the racks, on both sides, is referred to
as the cheeks. With a deeper rack, there can be
10" to 12" of extra depth available behind the
equipment. In some cases, I have cut a piece of

plywood, usually '/4", and installed it in either
cheek. Paint the wood to match the rack. The
wood inside is like having a backboard on the
wall of the rack room, and it's a perfect surface
to mount cable management systems and even
small pieces of equipment.
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Ntt\BSHOWTM
Where Content Comes to Life -

Welcome to the place where creativity originates, inspiration comes alive and
dreams become reality.

If you create, manage, finance, distribute or deliver content today then you're part of the ever
expanding and evolving Broader -casting industry. Whatever your role, you need to stay abreast
of the latest technology trends like 3D, IPTV, mobile video and social media. Attend the NAB Show
this year and you'll see why it's THE world's marketplace for product introduction and the single
greatest gathering of content professionals. In fact, it's the most comprehensive display of digital
communications technologies-more than twice as large as any comparable event-and that
equals more value. More tools. More techniques. More connections.

Invest in your future and be a part of a global forum unlike any other. Join more than 110,000
professionals from 163 countries who make the NAB Show an integral part of their business
strategy and career planning every year.

Content comes alive at the NAB Show-and so does you' future. Register today!

Be our guest at the NAB Show. Use code
A559 to register for your FREE NAB Show Exhibits
Pass at www.nabshow.com/free

Conferences: April 11-17, 2008
Exhibits: April 14-17, 2008
Las Vegas Convention Center  Las Vegas

www.nabshow.com

Selected by the U.S. Department of Commerce as the most significant indus:ry event in which to participate in any
hemisphere. Visit www.nabshow.com/international to learn more.
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Enco Systems
DAD By Jeff Krinock

Southern California Public Radio operates both KPCC in Pasadena, CA,
and KUOR in Redlands, CA. The two stations broadcast throughout
Los Angeles County, northern Orange County and parts of San Ber-

nardino County. Our main studios are located on the campus of Pasadena
City College with auxiliary studios in downtown Los Angeles. We are an NPR
affiliate that carries both live and time -shifted programs from Content Depot,
as well as local talk- and magazine -type shows. We have been using DAD
for digital audio storage and playback since 2004.

The automation software can be purchased and installed on any current
Windows system, but we purchased the com-
puters from ENCO. This allowed the system to
come pre -configured, and Lance Harper, our chief
engineer, installed it.

Since the initial installation we have added six
additional workstations. Our current setup includes
18 separate machines. In Pasadena, 11 work-
stations are used for production, recording and

Performance at a glance
Software -based

digital audio
storage, recording

and playback system

Manual, live -assist
or full automation

Multiple options
for playback

Network or
stand-alone system

Support contract
available

on -air playback, one is used for recording live
Content Depot feeds, one for Content Depot file
ingestion, one to control HD -2 and KUOR, and
one is a gateway between the DAD LAN and the
KPCC LAN. We have three workstations at our
auxiliary studios in downtown LA.

The Pasadena machines are on their own network
while the downtown machines are on the company
LAN. This configuration provides us with adequate
security for our main network while allowing access
to our remote machines.

Up to 99,999 unique cuts can be stored in the
system. Each cut belongs to a user -defined group. In

order to manage the library of cuts we decided to

use a filing system where each five -digit cut number

follows the GGSSN convention where GG is the
group, SS is the show number, and N is the segment
number. For example, cut number 12345 would
be segment 5 of show number 34 (a Christmas
special) in group 12 (Special Recordings).

Anything loaded into the system in Pasadena
is immediately available in Pasadena. Retrieving
audio files from the downtown studio system to
playback in Pasadeana is a major challenge be-
cause the systems are on different LANs and must
go through the WAN cloud. This is a big concern
for us as the majority of our reporters file stories from

downtown. We use an auxiliary program called
Gateway, also by Enco. The gateway machine,
located in Pasadena, is able to interact with both
LANs. It checks for new cuts every five minutes
during the day. Bandwidth is always a concern,
but the gateway performs well. During heavy
network traffic the gateway will sometimes fail,
but we do not have the budget to have dedicated
bandwidth to transfer audio.

KPCC on -air signal
We have a studio engineer on -site 24/7 to

control our main on -air signal. Each studio engineer
is given the freedom to use the system the best
way he sees fit.

The playback machines are preferred for time-

shifted network shows. The playback machine has
a playlist that will sequentially play one audio file
after another. The playlist can be generated from
any workstation and loaded in the on -air machine
as needed. The playlist con also be generated and
changed on the fly. This allows studio engineers
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Playback machine on DAD desktop

to set the playback for their entire shift, minimizing
misfires and incorrect audio played on -air.

For our live, local call -in shows most choose to
use the array or mini -array. Each mini -array has
24 buttons per page and 10 pages. Two mini -
arrays are included as part of the basic software
package. This allows for bumper music and other
audio files to be played in any order.

We air Morning Edition and All Things Consid-
ered with local content inserted throughout the
programs. The studio engineers use both the array
and playback machines.

KPCC HD2 and KUOR audio
KPCC broadcasts an HD signal. This gives us

two additional channels of content to program.
We have one machine controlling two switchers.
HD2 is programmed with world news in Spanish
from the BBC Mundo. Our switcher machine has
control of a Broadcast Tools ACS 8.2 Plus switcher
and a Broadcast Tools 6x1B.

For the HD2 signal we have a playlist loaded
into one of the playback decks. We use a com-
bination of hard branch events, DCLs and IDs
in playback deck one. A hard branch is fired in
a playlist at a specific time. DCL is an acronym
for DAD Command Language. In our case the
playlist hard branch event fires at 59 minutes
and 30 seconds each hour. The first event is
a DCL that sends a signal to the ACS 8.2 that
switches the input to playback deck one. A legal
ID is then played, followed by another DCL that
signals the switcher to select the BBC Mundo
signal as the source.

We also need to get audio to KUOR, which
carries the same content as KPCC. It was decided
that each station needed its own unique legal ID.
This was solved with DCLs. Each cut in DAD can
be assigned a start and end DCL. This will fire
whenever the associated cut plays. We assigned
a start DCL to all of our IDs. The DCL sends a

FIELD REPORT
command over the DAD netwo-k to the Switcher
machine, telling it to play the playlist ii playback
deck two. The playlist in this deck consists of a
DCL to switch the 6x1B machine to deck two's
output, followed by a rotated cut, finishing with a
switch back to our main on -air signal. A rotated
cut is a special cut that will play a different ver-
sion each time it is called. We populated this cut
with various legal IDs, but we could also create
a rotated cut with different ver-
sions of a spot. For example, an
automotive sponsor may wish
to highlight a different car each
time a spot is played. Instead of
the traffic manager scheduling
a different spot each time, the
system automatically rotates the
spot for us.

The software package includes a few other ways
to play audio, but we do not take advantage of
these machines.

We have a support contract with Enco that provides

24/7 emergency technical support, rext business
day non -emergency
tech support, and
upgrades whenever
a new version of the
software is released.
Like all companies,
the quality of the
support depends on
the person that pulls
the support ticket.
Overall, the support
provided has been
very good.
We do not up-

grade our software
with every version
but still upgrade twu
or three times a year. Program stability has not
been an issue. The upgrades contain new features
requested by various stations. For example, the start

and end DCLs were not able to fire from an array
and this was a problem for us. The next version
of the software included this ability.

Overall, we are happy with the DAD system.
In early 2009 we will move to an entirely new
and larger facility, and we plan to J se the DAD
system there as well.

Enco Systems
P 800-362-6797

W www.enco.com

E sales@enco.com

Krinock is master control specialist for Southern California
Public Radio.
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Burk Watchband By Chris Verdi, CBNT

Nassau Broadcasting owns 14 stations in Vermont spread from the
northern border town of Derby Line to the Southern Vermont Town of
Bellows Falls. When I started with the company three years ago there

was no off -the -shelf solution for monitoring all the stations from one location.
When Burk introduced Watchband at NAB2007, I immediately ordered a
unit to evaluate. Watchband more than exceeded my expectations: Not only
can I now monitor all 14 stations from one location, but I can also monitor all
the stations plus our competition from any location that has network access.

Watchband requires a computer to generate the Web interface and stream
audio. I chose to buy a small HP P4 workstation
running Windows XP Pro with a built-in sound card
and 2GB of RAM. Out of the box, setup is simple
and all the cables, serial cable, audio cable and
whip antenna are included. I chose to connect
all of my units to the house antenna for added
coverage. Install the software, connect the cables,
set some basic configuration, and Watchband is
up and running.

Performance at a glance
Alarm reporting

Log and skim audio

Compare signal
strength

E-mail alerting

Streaming audio

Playlist generation

Basic setup
The first setup question answered is where the

Watchband radio is located. This allows the
software to build a database of the stations you
should expect to hear and their expected field
intensity based on your location. Once finished
with the basic setup questions the screen jumps to
life with a large frequency display, field intensity
meter and spectrum display. Navigating through
the menu provides specific information about the
station being monitored. The tuner button displays
frequency, PS and PTY information, as well as

scrolling RDS info. The owner button gives the
licensees name, call letters and frequency. The
RDS tab shows all the standard RDS information
if it's present. The FCC button displays informa-
tion from the FCC database, including call sign,
city of license, ERP distance and bearing from
your location.

On the left side of the screen Watchband has a
compass display that always shows the distance
and bearing to the monitored station. The middle
of the screen has basic tuning controls: scan, seek,
AM, FM mono and FM stereo. There are six user -

programmable presets buttons divided into five
preset banks as well as preset scan. The bottom of
the screen has the large spectrum display that gives
a full view of the FM or AM band. Watchband
can disp'ay the expected field intensity against
a sweep of the spectrum to compare expected
against real world. Watchband can also tune by
clicking on each signal in the display.

As if the basic functions didn't make Watchband
very useful there is a whole suite of reports that
can be generated with Watchband.

The scheduler menu can program an endless
number o= jobs. I have the machine in White River
Junction watch my AM change power levels and
record this information. If it sees a problem, the
system sends me an e-mail as a backup to the
remote control. Watchband can record audio,
log RDS information, log audio levels and field
intensity. Plus, it can schedule this to happen every
day, week, month or just once. These jobs can be
scheduled for a specific station or a list of stations,
or let it scan the dial and record data.
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The reports button can create reports on the data
collected with the scheduler. Depending on how
the captured data is set up, playlists can be cre-
ated from the RBDS info collected. Field intensity
reports and audio phase, peak and average
levels reports are all available. A report can be

Watchband is the perfect
answer for out -of -market

monitoring.

created to tell you everything you want to know
about any station.

Recorded audio can be played back at a later
date. This is perfect for letting the programming
department record the morning show or letting the
morning show hear the competition.

Multiple uses
I have installed three units and use them every

week to listen to our stations, monitor for dead air
and monitor our AMs when power level changes
occur. The programming department uses it to

listen to our stations, critique announcers and

FIELD REPORT
listen to the comaetition. Tony Gervasi, senior
VP of engineering and technology far Nassau
Broadcasting, was so impressed with the unit's
performance in our Vermont region that we are
now rolling the units out in our dusters from Maine
through Maryland.

A single Watchband receiver
allows the user to monitor multi -
channels one at o time. However,
if a second receiver is connected to
the Watchband server itcan monitor

multiple signals at the same time.
Watchband is the perfect answer

Burk
P 800-255-8090

W www.burk.com

E sales@burk.com

for out -of -market monitoring with
some powerful tools to monitor and create custom
reports giving you the informction you need for
compliance monitoring.

Verdi is director of engineering/IT Vermont for Nassau
Broadcasting.
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Coaxial Specialists in RF Test
Dynamics Equipment & Components

A CDI INDUSTRIES, INC. COMPANY
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Directional Wattmeters

Gila Line Sections

Plug -In Elements

Loads and Attenuators
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Accessories

Low Pass Filters

Power Sensors
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Coaxial Dynamics (a CDI Industries, Inc. Company)
6800 Lake Abram Drive  Middleburg Hts, OH 44130

Phone: 440-243-1100 Toll Free: 800 -COAXIAL Fax: 440-243-1101

sales@coaxial.com  www.coaxial.com

THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS!

The new A516585
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you the best combination of IP connectivity and DSP-based processing:

dlauslArl 01110AF LI Auoso ACCELERATOR. We

rev up your sound two war, The powerful
integrated DSP gives you realtime pro-
cessing, without bogging down your PC.
And our powerful Built for Broadcast
technologies like MRX muji-rate mixing,
TSX time -shifting, and MPS compression
speed up your workflow.

SURROUND SOUND SUILT IN. Enjoy

tommorrow's sound today. Record,
play and mix up to 8 channel streams.

LIVEWIRE AUDIO-OVER-IP.

Route 16 channels of 24bit
digital audio over your Ethernet
network with unprecedented control
and flexibility.

ANIw PIC1(YouuR DRIVER. Whatever
driver need, we've got you
covered. Windows WAVE, WDM

or A510. XP and Vista. Even Linux ALSA!

To learn more, ask your automation
VAR, or call +1-302-324-5333.

/al Tia9170,417C417 www.audioscience.com 4, 7
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Dual -drive CD recorder
HHB

CDR -882: This dual -drive CD recorder can be
used in a REC-REC drive configuration. It supports
extended recording time across two or more
discs, simultaneous recording of two discs and
high-speed duplication. The CDR882 features full
24 -bit A/D and D/A converters and a high -quality
quartz crystal -derived internal clock. The CDR882
uses noise -shaped dither onto CD to minimize
quantization error noise, while audiophile -grade
analog circuitry also plays a key role in ensuring
superior sonic c,:?rformance

860-434-9190
www.hhb.co.uk; sales@hhbusa.com

Emergency alert generator
D.A.V.I.D.
EAS Listener: D.A.V.I.D. has added
Emergency Alert System support to its pro-
gram associated data functionality, giving
stafons the ability to display EAS alerts as
text on RBDS and HD Radio -enabled radios
as well as on their websites. The new EAS
Listener connects to EAS receivers via RS -232

anc monitors for incoming alerts. When an
alert is issued, the EAS Listener formats the
text and sends it to RBDS-enabled radios
via Program Service Text or Radio Text. HD
Radio -enabled receivers will also receive
and display the text message. In addition,
notifications of the EAS alert appear on all
on -air workstations allowing hosts to read
the announcement from a desktop computer.
Station staff will be made immediately aware
of the alert, giving them the earliest possible
opportunity to determine if special coverage
is warranted by the event. Also part of the
module is an HTML export to allow stations
to display the alerts on their websites and
LED signs. It automates the logging of all of
the EAS messages received as well.

888-374-3040
www.davidsystems.us
info@davidsystems.us

USB microphone preamp
Centrance
Mic Port Pro: Mic Port Pro is a portable, low noise USB mic preamp
featuring 24-bit/96kHz performance, 48V phantom power, zero latency

monitoring, loud headphone output, and adjustments for input and output
level. Mic Port Pro offers driverless installation and lets users record with most

Windows XP/Vista and Mac OS X audio applications. Mic Port Pro ships with
a 6' USB cable and a carrying pouch. It plugs into any XLR microphone and instantly

transforms it into a recording device. Housed in a rugged aluminum chassis, the unit is
powered from the USB cable and requires no additional power for condenser microphones even

when using a laptop.
847-581-0500; www.centrance.com; info@centrance.com

Acoustic panels
Golden Acoustics
Equalizer 18 Sectional Panels: These unique Equalizer 18 Section Panels are easy to install on
ceilings or walls. Section 18 Panels are 18 inches deep and designed to diffuse sonic energy across the
audio spectrum. They are available in three configurations: left section, center section and right section.
The panels can be combined to fit a variety of installations. Depending on the number of panels and
the mounting arrangement, these panels can effectively diffuse sonic energy down to below 30Hz.

248-548-8840; www.goldenacoustics.com
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Flash recorder
Marantz

PMD620: A rug-
ged yet light-
weight digital
recorder, the
PMD620 houses
two high -quality
electret condens-
er microphones
and a monitor
speaker. It fea-
tures an intuitive
layout and tactile
buttons for easy
one -hand opera-
tion, while a high -

contrast organic
LED screen can be viewed under any
lighting conditions. The PMD620 uses
SD/SDHC cards, and audio can be
recorded either as uncompressed WAV
files or any of three quality levels of MP3
in mono or stereo.

630-741-0330; www.d-mpromn
info@d-mpro.com

Find the mic
winner

November issue
Congratulations to

Daryl
McQuinn

of Clear Channel St. Louis.
His name was drawn from
the correct entries for the

November issue. He won a
Heil PR -20 mic from
Transaudio Group.

The mic icon was on the left
edge of upper puzzle piece.

BROADCASTINGID
www.transauclio,group.com

No purchase necessary. For complete
rules, go to RadioMagOnline.com.

For Performance Spaces 1

or Production Places
Acoustics First
Materials to Control Sound and Eliminate Noise

From practice spaces to professional recording studios. we can help
you get the materials you need to fit your application and budget. Our
products include acoustical foams, fiberglass panels. diffusers, bass
and corner traps. viiration control, acoustical wall fabrics, ceiling tiles.
modular enclosures and various othe- acoustical materials.

Toll Free

Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.ccm
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Armstrong Transmitter X -1900E3 Mace in USA

1KW HD Radio" ready AM Traosm,tter for under $10K
Built with dual hot-swappable 600
Watt RF modules capable of 150%
modulation, X -1000B can bang
that major market sound to your
rEdio station. Engineered with the
latest technological innovatiois.
X -1000B offers high reliability,
built-in redundancy and it is -ID
Radio' ready.
Best of all, our customers tell us
that the money they save running
the X-100CB pays for itself with

AARMSTRONG

Tel 315-673-1269 / sales@arnsrr yvwlictrAx.corn
HD Rada, rs a regesterssl tTatie

savirgs in electricity and
maintenance costs over an older
t-ansmitter ...and as a bonus they
cet exceptional reliability and that
major market sound for free.
but, Jon't take our word for t.
Talk to our customers already on -
the -air with the X -1000B. Call or
email for a users list and decic e
for yourself why owning th s
trans-nitter is a no-brainer.
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Analog audio
signal generator
NTI
Minirator MR2: Minirator
MR2 is a powerful audio gen-
erator, offering a full range of
useful analog test signals for
calibration, maintenance and
repair of professional audio
equipment. The rotary settings
wheel combined with surround-
ing fast access function keys
enables instant and intuitive
operation without compromis-
ing fine adjustment capabilities.

Instrument operation is further

enhanced with a backlit LCD, il-
luminated mute button, safety hand
strap, jack for external dc power
supply and an USB interface for
firmware updates.

503-684-7050

www.nti-audio.com
info@ntiam.com

vvvvw.RadiolVacOnline.com

Paperless studio software
Turnkey Media Systems
Center Stage Version 7: Version 7 of
Center Stage .  rnent of the Cen-
ter Stage Suite of paperless studio software,
now offers users the option to make changes
in the exclusive Center Stage Enhanced-RDS,
HD-PSD and Web displays from password -
protected remote access points, as well as
the main data entry sites. The Enhanced-RDS

displays provide information beyond rudimen-
tary station name and artist/title data from the
playback units. The new release adds further
off -site input opportunities to data streams for
Enhanced-RDS (RBDS), HD Radio PSD, as well

as the "now playing" and other Web content.
Modifications areenacted easily byauthorized
station personnel who check -in off -site through
the Internet. Copy and information changes,
additions and deletions may be posted within
moments, or on a timed -release basis.

866-359-7540

www.turnkeymediasystems.com
info@turnkeymediasystems.com

Power cord and ac adapter
Hose Technology
PWC-408, PWA-486: The PWC-408 heavy-duty power cord and the PWA-486
right-angle NEMA ac adapter are designed to connect equipment directly to the power
source without using a garish orange extension cord. The PWC-408 features 14AWG
conductors protected by a black PVC jacket while the PWA-486 right-angle adapter fa-
cilitates connection in tight spaces. The PWC-408 is an 8 -foot, 14AWG, 3 -wire power
cord featuring an IEC Cl 3 receptacle to a NEMA 5-15P plug. The cord is also available
in 1.5-, 3- 15- 25- and 50-cont leno!k

714-736-9270; www.hosatech.com; lee@hosatech.com

RBDS unit
Broadcast Electronics
RDS RT+: The RT+ Injector is based
on RT+, a standard passed by the RDS
Forum in June 2006 that builds on the
internationally established Radio Text
standard by adding category codes
to existing text streams. The additional
codes will create new opportunities
for displaying traffic updates, weather
readouts and more on RBDS radios.

217-224-9600

www.bdcast.com
bdcast@bdcast.com

Multichannel amplifier
Rene

MA4: The 100W -per -channel, four -channel MA 4
amplifier is housed in a 1 RU chassis that weighs eight
pounds. A universal -voltage switching power supply
provides power factor, reducing peak currents to 14
compared to non power -factor -corrected supplies.
Features range from constant load power to built-in
automatic redundancy switching to advanced dynam-
ics control. Advanced dynamics control algorithms
adapt to charges in temperature, load impedance
and sensitivity -:,rt

425-355-6000; www.rane.com; info@rane.com
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Digital EAS encoder/decoder
Digital Alert Systems

DASDEC: The DASDEC is a software -based EAS endec. It meets current EAS needs and configurations, includes digital and is
positioned to immediately address the pending CAP compliance issue. At inception in 2003, the DASDEC was defined as Linux
software in a PC platform inline with today's IP-based, networked, browser operated technology. The DASDEC received FCC
certification in 2004. The front panel has one button, the required readout, a speaker and no printer. The button is for testing and
the browser directs printing to a network printer. Browser templates set up the desired configuration defining all EAS operations as
well as emergency communications beyond EAS. One internal card contains three browser -defined receivers for EAS monitoring
of AM, FM or NOAA, GPIO inputs and outputs and audio override switching.

520-896-0303; www.cligitokiertsystems.com; info@crogitalidertsystems.com

Miniature loudspeaker
Meyer Sound
MM-4XP: The MM-4XP miniature
loudspeaker is a self -powered version
of the MM -4 miniature wide -range
loudspeaker. With a face measuring just
four inches square, this compact moni-
tor is suited for locations where space
is at a premium. The new MM-4XP has
flexible mounting options, an operating
frequency range of 120Hz to 18kHz,
and peak output of 113dB SPL.
510-486-1166; www.meyersound.com

UPGRADES and tvi).vrEs
Build 18 of V-Soft's FM Commander
updates the contour overlap feature to
get a reading of the greatest overlap
or the least amount of clear space.
Also. several builds ago. V -Soft
changed the way the program displays
commercial stations when the program
is in the interference mode. (www.
v-soft.com)..Axia Audio has released
version 2.4.8.12 of its IP audio driver for
Windows. The new release increases
the number of supported streams from
16 to 24 in the OEM version available
from Axia software partners. Other
features include new audio metering.
clipping and silence detection functions,
and enhanced real-time monitoring of
audio stream statistics. (www.axiaaudio.
com)...RCS released version 2.7.4 of
Nexgen Digital, which includes opto
masking to enable the audio server to
only respond to specific switch inputs.
This customer -requested feature gives
the engineer more control over what.
when. and how each event is triggered
(www.rcscommunity.com)

"Who says

IP-Audio is

the future?"

"They do."

Some very well-known companies are embracing

IP-Audio using Livewire-.

The Livewire logo is proof your

new studio equipment can con-

nect compatibly to IP networks

for linear, high--esolution audio.

Livewire: professional networked audio over Ethernet.

2007 Asia Audio. Livewire TM TLS Corp.: all other marks TM their respective owners.

ESSI

1ENCO
SYSTEMS, INC

Google
INTFRNATIONAL

itiit II
www.netla.net

OrnrclA Tebi r amp,

arrit
technologies

ZENON ciP MEDIA
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LED light strips
Ledtronics

STP5OXC: Series STP5OXC
super white inter -connectable
5mm LED light strips may be
used along or connected to one
another to configure lighting solu-
tions for warning lights and rack
lighting. Available in lengths of
6, 12 and 24", these light strips
feature Ledtronics' 5mm dome
LEDs in 7,000K and 3,000K
colors. The STP506 is 6 inches
in length and uses 1.08W. The

STP512 is a 12" model that uses 2.52W. The
STP 524 is a 24" model that uses 5.40W. Each
module has a double -ended connector harness for

easy daisy -chain assembly and a pre -applied strip
of 3M double -sided foam tape for peel -and -stick
placement. One inter -connector module and one
power adapter cable are included with each light
strip purchased.

800-579-4875; wwwiedtronics.com

Audio processor
Orban
Optimod-FM 8500FM: Other than provid-
ing FM analog processing only, Optimod-FM
8500FM is identical to Orban's flagship
8500 and can be easily field -upgraded to full
8500 functionality. The 8500FM builds on the
sound of Optimod-FM 8400 version 3 while
adding features that make it particularly ideal
for stations that may want to upgrade to HD
Radio, Eureka 147, or netcast processing in
the future. Under the hood, Orban redesigned
all of the circuitry using the latest components
ana doubled the DSP power, so the DSP not
only supports the new features but also provides

comfortable headroom for future DSP improve-
ments. The unit features five -band and two -band

processing for analog FM transmission, stereo
enhancement, equalization, AGC, multiband
compression, low -IM peak limiting, stereo
encoding, and composite limiting.

480-403-8300; www.orban.com
sales@orban.com

AC line switcher
DM Engineering

Solid State Relay Pack: This self-contained ac line switching device is designed
to operate studio signs using a low dc input voltage to control the output. The input is
not polarity sensitive, which simplifies installation. This device is designed to interface
with the DM Engineering Slave Auxiliary Relay Pack and many other products. The
unit features an input voltage range of 5-15Vdc at 17mA (maximum) with polarity guard.
Input wires may be connected without regard to polarity and may be almost any length;
fused output with capabilities up to 5A with NEMA standard U ground 3 -pin outlet connector;
6' input ac cord with NEMA standard U ground 3 -pin plug; Eurostyle removable two -station dc
input connector; and zero -crossing technology to eliminate noise.

800-249-0487; www.dmegginering.com; info@dmengineering.com

410

3-CORX
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31= EP FOC
Automatically switches between two AES Digital Audio signals or a stereo analog signal.

Analyzes digital signal errors (CRC bit. framing. etc.) and checks for loss of audio on the digital signal. User programmable.

ICTITUS
TECHNOLOGICAL
LABORATORIES 800.806.8851 WWW.TITUSLABS.COM
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Large diaphragm
condenser mic
MXL Microphones

V88: A general-purpose
recording instrument, the
V88 is a large diaphragm,
pressure -gradient, con-
denser microphone with
fully balanced transfor-
merless output. Internally
wired with Mogami cable,
the mic features a large
32mm capsule with a
gold -sputtered diaphragm
in a cardioid polar pat-
tern. The capsule deliv-
ers a frequencyr espnse
from 20Hzthrough20kHz
thanks to the microphone's
Class A electronics. Featur-
ing a nickel -plated finish

and a low profile form factor
of less than 6 -inches in overall height, the mic
ships with a protective aluminum flight case. A
shockmount adapter is also included as part of
the package.

800-800-6608; www.mxlmics.com
sales@mxlmics.com

Power meter
MGE UPS Systems

PM800: These power
meters complement MGE's
line of Power Management
Modules with a selection of
monitoring and communica-
tion features that can 1::x

tailored to individual needs.
MGE's family of powe-
meters simplify power moni-
toring of critical incoming
power circuits as well ar
secondary feeders anc
branch circuits with multifunc
tional digital instrumentation
and alarms. Providing users
with an extensive data set
that can facilitate optimized
power quality and equipment
utilization, this latest power
meter reads over 50 metered
values as well as minimum and maximum
data via a menu -driven display

800-523-0142; www.mgeLps.com
ido@mgeups.com

I/O boxes
Calrec Audio
AD5603, JB5607: These fixed -format boxes range from 2RU to 4RU in size and cll have
built-in PSU redundancy with single or optional dual IEC power connections. The AD5603 is a
2RU analog I/O unit and the JB5607 is a 3RU unbalanced AES I/O unit. The AD5603 consists
of 24 mic/line inputs and eight line outputs with phantom power indication on mic inputs and
a tri-color signal LED indicating whether audio is present, normal, or at clip for each input. The
JB5607 consists of 32 AES inputs and 32 AES outputs on BNC connectors. The AES unit is also
available as a 11011 XLR-based 4RU variant.

+44 1422 842 159; www.coketcom; claireh@calrec.com

Check Out Our Family Of Consoles... 20 versions available!
DYNAMAX consoles have been a

reliable product for small to medium
sized Radio Stations since 1991-"VI&

40 UP le le 4.2

MX8R List $5,200

M X18E List $8,600

 6 to18 channel configurations
 24 or 36 inch wide frames
 2" or 3" wide module options
 4 Output Buss (two Stereo

and two Mono)
 Metering for all 4 Outputs
 2 - 4X1 auxiliary inputs standarc
 Mic preamp on first two channe sy

SANDIES

MX8L List $5,200

215-547-2570 DYNAMAX
www.sandieEusa.corn MX SERIES MX12L List $6,300
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Uninterruptible power supply
Falcon Electric
FN Series: The FN Series double -conversion online uninterruptible power supplies
expand the family's range up to 40kVA. Users have the choice of scaling from 3kVA
to 24kVA or with this model, scale from 8kVA to 40kVA in the same compact footprint
as the FN Series 6kVA unit. The parallel or N+1 redundant supplies are designed to
meet the demands of IT infrastructures with a scalable platform and N+1 redundancy.
The FN Series models achieve many technical milestones including a faster processor
utilizing digital signal processing technology, improving performance, capability and
reliability. An FN system can be configured using individual 8kVa and 10kVA models,
providing up to 40kVA capacity or to 30kVA with N+ 1 redundancy. This approach
eliminates the added expense of buying additional cabinets to house control, power
and battery modules. In addition, the FN models can be programmed by the user for
use as a 50Hz or 60Hz frequency converter.

800-842-6940; www.falconups.com; Info@FalconUPS.com

RF spectrum analyzer software
Kaltman Creations
Air Sleuth Pro: The Air Sleuth Pro allows the user to
view VVi-fi channels 1 through 1 1 individually or simul-
taneously with peak, average and raw trace modes.

There are 10
diagnostic
modes in-
cluding traces, spec-
trogram, channel time course, differential channels and pie
charting. Air Sleuth Pro also includes a real-time calculation
of the channel with the least interference. There is even a
logging and playback recorder for extended monitoring.
The Air Sleuth Pro is sold as a software -based application,
which includes an antenna, user's guide and frequently asked
questions document.

678-714-2000; www.kaltmancreationsIlc.com
sales@kaltmancreationslIc.com

Yeah, the Titanic never
saw it coming either...

You can never CHOOSE for an accident to
happen. But you can help prevent them
through qualified safety training and site

safety planning. RSI can help your company
create a safer workplace in 2008.

888-830-5648
www.rsicorp.com

Ad -generating service
OMT Technologies
Web Shout: Web Shout Radio Software gen-
erates classified ads using a station's website to
generate non-traditional ad income for a station
using shout outs. Web Shout Radio gathers the
advertiser's continuity through a custom Web Shout
website, collects the payment and sales order,
produces the spot, e -mails the finished MP3 spot
to the station the next business day, and pays the
stations its share of the ad revenue. Stations set
the rate based on the amount of word content,
have final scrutiny over the ad, set the schedule of
the spot to play on your station, provide the link
on the station's website, and promote the Web
Shout Radio ad service to its listeners

888-665-0501; www.omt.net; omt@omt.net
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I iiindheld PA system
Behringer
Europort EPA40: This handheld PA system provides
sound reinforcement wherever it is needed. The EPA40
features a variable gain mic input, line input for media
and CD players, 40W amplifier and 5" loudspeaker.
The rechargeable battery provides 12Vdc power for up
to eight hours. Included is a rugged dynamic mic with
coiled cable and on/off switch. A shoulder strap stows
away inside the battery compartment when not in use.
The unit is a complete public address system to provide
coverage for up to 100 listeners in a package weighing
less than under 61bs.

425-672-0816

www.behringer.com
support@behringer.de

Remote site controllers
Asentria
Site Boss Series: This :,eries of products detects
and controls remote site factors such as non -net-
worked, non-SNMP devices and environmental
conditions, which otherwise remain outside the
scope of the network management system, while
providing sufficient security. The product line

consists of a series of low -end to high -end stand-
alone monitoring hardware devices that can be
deployed at the remote sites, providing a set of
intelligent monitoring and control features to help
detect and prevent potential operational issues at
remote

206-344-8800; www.asentrio.com
info@asentria.com

STEREO HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER

THE ALL NEW AF-SH1 FEATURES:
 Integral Long -Life VCA Stereo Level Control

 Balanced or Unbalanced Inputs

 Switch -Selectable InpLt Sen3itivity

 Switch -Selectable Mcno (Left) or Stereo Operation

 Amplifier To Drive High or Low Impedance Headsets

 Convenience of APPFLEX TM Mounting Possibilities

Shown in AFM-DC1N tabletop chassis

The AF-SH1 is part of the group of versatile APPFLEX products from Racio Design Labs. These modules
combine advanced circuitry, durable all -metal construction, attractive ROL ULTRASTYLETM colors and
versatile mounting possibilities. APPFLEX modules are ready to drop in a cabinet, chassis or panel cutout.
Numerous ULTRASTYLE wall mounting accessories and tabletcp chz ssis are optionally available to
facilitate system design.

SYSTEfri
Sl7/_LI TION'S 4,A . . ft

RDL  659 N 6th Street  Prescott. AZ  36301
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A recl shock
/was shocked at your story on Otari. Shocked. Almost fell out of the chair.

)11 mean to tell me that 20 years have gone by and I still have three of
these things left in the rack? They seem like old friends to me. We started

in 1976 with an Otari 5050, that we had to special order because I was
the only kid on the block that had to have "capstan servoed direct drive",
just like my big MCIs. So 20 years ago I purchased 15 MX -55s and used
them for dubbers to release radio commercials to almost every market in the
country. Today we do it via the Internet and it's much easier. Over the years
I've sold the Otari's to mostly analog fans and guys who want to transfer tapes

themselves rather than pay me. Now, every time
I need more rack space to install a new server or
RAID array, I remove one of them and set it in the
tech room. Sooner or later, someone will buy it.
But now I have only three left. I can sell only one. I
always keep one for a spare. I also keep one -inch

GALLERY

VTRs, Betacam/SP, 3/4", even Mils and PCM-F 1 s
to transfer from. It's actually a profit center for us.
Twenty years, well time flies and nostalgia ain't
what it used to be.

Pat Appleson
Hickory, NC

Loved the picture of the WBT cold war studio.
With 50 years in the business I remember working
with all the type of equipment in that room with
the exception of the keyboard thingy with the blue
screen sting on top of the rack. Was that some
Russian spy -monitoring device or was it left there
by an alien from an advanced civilization?

Bill Draper, CE
Poughkeepsie, NY

Fi'emote. grazer:as-it Solutions!!!
F

X

Were! - MIc/LIne to Telephone Interface

Outputs & Inputs for telephone handset, cellular phone or
balanced line level at up to +10dBm.

D) Operates up to 36+ hours on two 9V alkaline batteries.

Do High quality. user-switchable, internal limiter prevents clipping.

D. External power input with silent, auto -switching battery backup.

D. Individual gain controls for send, receive and headphones levels.

111:1132=0:31a
MiEttaaeZED
FITTi =CO ailia CIA -11
atiliMath Florida

OrnotWorliss Torrap
Y

.
r
iabak
"IMP Audio

TelTap - Pocket-Slzed
Manua! Telephone Coupler

D Can be used as a phone tap or a passive manual
telephone coupler.

D Send or receive telephone audio.

D Mute Switch disconects all audio to or from
the phone line, but leaves the TelTap connected.

Compact size & low cost makes the TelTap a great
remote kit addition for main or backup capabilities.

GE1 info on these E- other
great ream& products at
www.circuitvverices.coni
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ranscom
orporation

www.fmamtv.com

Used AM and FM

Transmitters from

Leading Manufacturers

Contact us for quotes on:
Custom Returning
New Cable

New Antennas
New STL & Remote controls

0 "" I -

transcom@frnamtv.corn
800-441-8454

215-938-7304 215-938-7361 (fax)

The Ultimate IBOC Receiver/Translator
Designed to accommodate "full envelope" baseband signals
(IBOC and analog), Fanfare's new age receiver/translator, the
TRO-1, is fully self-contained and does not require an IBOC
exciter. In fact, it arrives ready for full deployment under all
existing FM modulation forms. The TRO-1 offers considerable
versatility requiring only connection to the receiving antenna
and a linearized PA.

At the heart of the TRO design is patented NTP-based
technology, which enables the TRO to establish a noise floor
that is often below normal measure. Such significant noise
reduction manifests itself in significantly increased sensitivity
and adjacent noise rejection.

fa vifoi fill
PO Box 386 Lancaster HY 14086

Website " www.fanfare.com"

1-800-268-8637
MX - 866-791-7443

Email "protnfo@fanfare corn"

Automatic Alert Notification System
for EAS receivers & Amber alerts

AlertReady
Automatically capture, archive, & email

incoming EAS messages from one or more
EAS Receivers at your facility

Simple &
quick setup
wizard -
installs in
minutes

Only $395

Capture EAS
messages on:o
any Windows PC

Automatically emai
all EAS messages b
one or more -ecipiEnts

For more info: httpc//www.wireready.com/alert

Dcn't be burned the next time your printer jams
or runs out of paper - AlertReady costs

a lot less than an FCC fine

(BOO) 833 4459
saIeFPiwireready.com

(f0
MOORETRONIX

BROADCAST I INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS

Our 5th Year
Our client list continues to grow. Thank you

for your confidence and equipment purchases.

We Re -Condition
Pacifi Recorders BMX AMX, ABX and
RMX, Stereo -Mixer and Mixer News -Mixer

products.

Now available, the MOORETRONIX GPI interface.

This is a direct replacement for the PR&E CI -2 interface.
Use where OPTO ISOLATION is needed between your device
and console logic. Each module comes with connectors, pins
and instructions. Optioial mounting panel for 8 modules and

2 \Awning Light relays.

Tel: 800-300-0733 Fax: 231-924-7812
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM
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High -Power ATUs

DA Systems

AM Antenna Solutions
Reach Farther, Sound Better!

LBA is your trusted supplier for IBOC-ready AM antenna
systems. For over 40 years we have been designing and
manufacturing reliable Directional Antenna Systems,
ATU's, Multiplexers, Combiners, Cellular/PCS Colocation
Isolators, and RF Components for all power levels.

Choose an LBA system and join thousands of satisfied
broadcasters in the US and worldwide'

LBA can design, manage, install and finance your com-
plete RF project. Call us for a free technical consultation'

Factory Dealer For:

DiplexerlTriplexer RF Components
Systems

LBA Technology, Inc.
3400 Tupper Drive. Greenville. NC 27834

800-522-4464 / 252-757-0279 Fax 252-752-9155

www.LBAGroup.com SINCE 1963

Bay Country
frBROADCAsT FQUIPMI \ I

Your #1 Source
For Quality

Used Radio Broadcast
Equipment

View our latest list of equipment on-line at:
www.baycountry.com

or call and we'll fax it to you.
All equipment sold with a 15 day return gurantee.

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, MD 21220  Ph: 877-722-1031  Fax: 443-596-0212
www.baycountry.com  email: sales@baycountry.com
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Remotes via IP
1 Facility Showcase
A Visit to Salem in Omaha
I On Location
NPR Toasts the New Year
I Managing Technology
Radio Broadcasting & 700MHz
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Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

Lor,,,oyRICP III Hawalt Using Terra., 3D

1. t'

- jq0.411

Professional software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage

4 Create stunning "real -world" coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice, TIREM, ITU-R P.1546-1,
PTP. FCC and others with Probe 3TM"

4Search FM channels under spacings and
contour protection using FMCommanderTu

4 Prepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM -Pro 2TM

4 Plot STL paths and coverage over 3D
terrain with Terrain-3DTM

VSoft The leader in broadcast
`.1"1"..".""". engineering consulting

....wet cwwwwwit software

WWW.v-soft.corn 800 743-3684

Transmitting & Audio Tubes
Semiconductors

Taylor
Eimac

Amperex
MA/Com

Immediate

Shipment

from Stock

Motorola
Toshiba

Thompson
Mitsubishi

 Se Habla Espanol  We Export

760-744-0700  800-737-2787
Fax: 760-744-1943

www.rfparts.com
E mail:

rfp@rfparts.com

RF
hi&

RE PARTS
COMPAN Y
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Emergency Warning
& Community Messaging

using your FM station
with free RDS equipment.

Available today!

Call us
for more information

viaRadio
Radio Data Systems

ViaRacio Corporation
(321) 2%42-0001
www.varadio.com
infotahiaradio.com

Specializing in a/REDS solutions

Elevated Radial System
 Easily Inspected

 Less Expensive
 Performs equal to or better than a buried

system

 Requires Inc.; labor and materials to install

 Fully complies with F('(' requirements
 ('an utilize the land below the system for

fanning, storage buildings, etc.

 FREE system design with purchase of an

elevated radial system from \ott Ltd.

Phone 505-327-5646
Fax 505-325-1142

nott ltd
3801 1.11 Plata Hwy

Farmington, NM USA 87401

email: intoanotdtd.com

FCC Certified
FM Stereo Transmitters

MUM
GET ON-THE-RIR, STAY ON -THE -AIR!

V SOW RF output continuous duty!
V Auto protect, auto soft fail, auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters!
V Simple to install!
What's the bottom line? To stay on the air! The PX50
was designed with that in mind! Auto monitoring of all
parameters, with automatic power reduct.on and restore
on VSWR and temperature errors! No mcre down time
AND no more trips to the tower site! Plus the PX50 is
FCC Certified under parts 2, 73, 8 74 (PF3PX50) and
Industry Canada approved (IC: 4318A-PX50) so you
never have :o worry about non compliance! Make your
life easy with the PX50 from Ramsey!

THE ORIGINAL...
"STATION -IN -O -BOX'

ince the introduction of our
"Station -In -A -Box" hundreds have

been put in service worldwide!
From temporary locations, rapid deploy-

ment installations, to emergency broadcast facilities,
there is no quicker way to get on the air!

Custom designs include full audio production and con-
trol, record and playback of CD's, CD -R's, MP3's, MD's,
and cassettes. Quick deployment antennas with LMR
cable make installation a breeze. When you simply
have to get on the air anywhere, rely on the proven and
original "Station -In -A -Box -from Ramsey!

ramsey
RAMSEY ELECTRONICS. LLC
590 ',them Mawr. Clore, VION. NY 14564
800-446-2295  585-924-4560
wrnitramseybroadcastcorn

ivvivestigator
Noin included:

3 -second USGS Terrain
Block Level census data
ThaAntenna Structure Registry Database
OnE set of National Geographic TOPO' Maps

Things are no longer locked together. With
multil le monitors, move the job control, stilton
table, and other tool
boxes to one screen 4

then, upend the map
to full size on another.
The nap is now a
resizE ble rectangle.

h is Easier than ever
to keep your clients
informed or to create
your 'CC engineering
exhibits. Just create the contours and show
the c ties put some labels and arrows on to
ident fy everything, save map to clipboard,
and paste it into your word processing program.
You c an also export the contours as KML files
to display on Google Earth.

Our Vhite/Gray tool is the latest development
in the program. We try to give our clients the
tools they need and have requested.

rfSoftware, Inc.

&Inv rfsoftware com

3 5 2 -3 6 7 - 1 7 0 0

IVINV
elk kl
DO WE HAVE A FLASHER FOR YOU!

NO, NOT THAT ONE,
TIMIS ONE!

INTRODUCING THE STUDIO

NOT LINE SEW
HE FIRST PHONE FLASHER. ALERT
AND DOOR INDICATOR SYSTEMS

THAT ARE DESIGNED EXCLUSIVELY
FOR BROADCASTERS, WITH THE

FOLLOWING FEATURES:
 Distinctive color multiple ultra-brite wide angle LED
flashers and distinctive audible alerts for both
phone, alert or door

 Single line stand-alone units and multi -line systems
available with up to 12 lines in and up to 5 display
indicator modules

 Audible alerts muted by contact closure or logic low
 Driving voltage output provided for the DME Solid
State Relay Pack for lighting incandescent lamps

 Adjustable volume for audible alerts (Off -Low -High)
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PRICING. ETC. ABOUT THESE AND OTHER

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS FOR THE BROADCASTER PLEASE VISIT OUR

WEBYTE AT,

IWIWNWINNININNACOM
805-987-7881 800-249-0487
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ONUNE RESOURCES FOR RADIO PROFESSIONALS

Find everything Radio
magazine has available by
product category or by
section - online.
Developed by the editors of Radio
magazine, our one -stop categories give
you quick access to all the great infor-
mation you expect from Radio
magazine. Each one -stop offers Field
Reports, technology reviews, features,
applications and more.

Radio magazine one-
stopsinclude sections on:

 Mics
 Codecs
 HD Radio
 Consoles & Mixers
 Automation
 Processing
 Routing

and more!
Exclusive to magazine
one -stops are . Contact your Radio
magazine market manager today.

Get your own copy!
Each month, the Radio
Technology Leader brings
you the latest must -read
information:
 Managing Technology
 Trends in Technology
 Facility Showcase
 RF Engineering
 Field Reports
 New Products
 FCC Update

RatiRo
Built lust right

Rod!
?lir RA11.0 1 ICHNO100V 111

To start your own FREE
subscription, go to

subscribe.RadioMaq0nline.com?tc.nn6001,

and complete the
online form TODAY!

Racily
THE RADIO TECHNOLOGY LEADER

www.RadioMagOnline.com  radio@penton.corn
What was your favorite holiday gift?

Editor - Chriss Scherer, CPBE CBNT, chriss.schererOpenton.com _200
Technical Editor, RF -John Battison, P.E., botcomaohio.net ...digital video camera

Askriciate Editor - Erin Shipps, erin.shippsepenton.com ...8GB ;Pod Nano
Senor An Director - Michael J. Knust, mike.knusepenton.com ...Guitar Hero III with wireless Les Paul controller

Art Director - Robin Metheny, robin.methenyOpenton.com (owes gift card
Orline Audience Development Manager - Brod Erpelding, brad erpeldingOpenton.com ...electric car starter

Technical Consultants

Kevin McNamara, CNE, Computers and Networks ...Slingbox Pro
Mork Krieger, CBT, IBOC and Contract Engineering

Russ Berger, Broadcast Acoustics
Donald L. Markley, R.E., Transmission Facilities

Division VP & Group Publisher - Jonathan Chalon, jonothon.cholonOpenton.com ...a new fishing reel
Marketing Director - Kirby Asplund, kirby.asplundOpenton.com ...tickets to see Dave Mason
Marketing Coordinator - Crystal Shires, crystol.shiresOpenton.corn ...Conon Digital Rebel XTI

Vice President of Production - Lisa Parks, liso.parksOpenton.com
Senior Director of Production - Curt Pordes, curt.pordesOpenton.com

Group Production Mgr. - Melissa Langstaff, melissalongstaffOpenton.com
Production Coordinator - Liz Stoke, elizabeth.stolteCpenton.com ...Old Navy terrycloth slippers

Classified Ad Coordinator - Sarah Maxey, Kroh. maxertkenton.com ...money
VP Audience Morketing -Jerry Okabe, jerry.okabeOpenton.com

Audience Marketing Dir. - Barbaro Kummer, borbarakummerOpenton.com ...Son Francisco Music Box
Audience Marketing Mgr. - JoAnn DeSmet, joann.desmetOpenton.com ...KU banner with all the Joyhawk statues
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SIGN OFF
by Erin Shipps, associate editor

wvvw.RadioN/agOnline.com

Do you remember?

Sample and Hold
America's Techiest Metro Areas
In today's world, radio engineers are increasingly being called

to wear the hat of IT guru. With that in mind, here is a look
at America's techiest cities.
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We sound this Collins 12H console in the lobby
of WFMS Indianapolis. It was used by WFMS

in its earliest years in the 1950s, before stereo.
This particular console was probably
purchased used by the man who put
WFMS on the air. It cost $645 new
- about the price of a new car in 1950.
In 1936, it was state of the art.
This six -position console provided

control of four microphone inputs,
transcription and six incoming lines.
Originally equipped with a dB meter,
a retrofit kit was offered for those wish-
ing to replace the meter with the new

VU meter standard that emerged in 1937. You
can operate a Collins 12H console, the oldest
operating broadcast console in the world, at the
Camp Shohola Communications and Technology
Center in Greely, PA.

Do you have any antique equipment still in use?
Tell us about it at radio@RadioMagOnline.com.

That was then

On Oct. 26, 2007, WFUV Public Radio
from Fordham University, Bronx, NY, cel-
ebrated it's 60' anniversary on the air. The
staticn sent us this photo of Pete Fornatale
on the air in 1965 when he was a student
at Fordham. Fornatale is a widely respected
rock historian and veteran disc jockey who
helped define progressive rock radio in the
early 1970s. He is the author of several
books including Radio in the Television Age,
and in his career worked for WNEW and
K -Rock. His syndicated show, Mixed Bag,
now airs on WFUV.
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This Little Unit

Can Do BIG Things!
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The Vorsis AP -3 digital processor is
the ideal tool to shape your sound

exactly the way you want it
-cleanly and efficiently.

Built around a multi -band compressor
with complementary AGC, the AP -3
replaces a whole rack of dedicated

units. VORSIS pre -conditions your
s gnal (HPF, LPF, notch filter, de-esser,

expander), then let's you apply 3 -band
AGC.'compression and 4 -band para-

me-sic EQ (signal chain reversible)
befc re going through a final stage

zero -overshoot peak limiter.

With real-time spectrum density
readouts and full metering, our

included PC graphic interface
software makes operation of the

AP -3 direct and easy, offering
complete control of all audio
parameters, presets, monitor

functions, system settings
and security-all through

a single RJ-45 ethernet
connection that lets

you control one or
many AP -3 units.

TAILOR THAT SOUND 7t-li 741=irim" TM
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Don't Just Bring Your HD Channel Along for the Ride
The VORSIS AP -1000 has a completely separate fine grained

processor dedicated just to HD, so you can tweak your HD
sound to deal with bit reduced audio while leaving your FM
sound uncompromised.

Here's what professionals who've tried the
AP -1000 have to say:

"By far the best processor I've ever used."
"It achieved greater loudness with a smoother

sound right out of the box."
"Your GUI is so well designed I didn't even need

to read the manual to get started."
"Love the box!!! The sound of the station is vastly

improved...it's loud, wide and clear"

REDEFINING Digital
Audio Processing
copyright © 2008 by Wheatstone Corporation
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